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Selected As A Beet All Round Kentucky Comn111111ty
-111itir‘-f  144 %es
-!tc314
In Our 99th Year
Plans For Miss Calloway
County Fair Are Announced
The 1969 Mies Murray-Callo-
:Way County Fair pageant will
be held on Monday evening,
14 at the fairgrounds. The
event, for the sixth year under
the direction of the Sigma De-
partment of the Murray Wo-
man's Club in cooperation with
the Murray Jaycees, will bene-
fit the local Head Start pro-
gram.
,slers. 0. B. Boone, chairman
of the Sigma Department has
announced committees for the
beauty revue. Mrs. Harold Hurt
will serve as general chairman
with Mrs. Buddy Valentine
working as assistant chairman.
Mn. James Boone is Contest
Advisor.




P.111. things never say
putting it into other




We speak of our big Omar. We
penned him and his mate up
and he proceeded to devour his
mate. Now he is all alone on
his side of the corral. Appar-
ently he likes it that way.
trig. Ralph Wilcox of 300 North
12th has t Mountain Laurel in
full bloom in her front yard.
A young lady by the name of
Debbie Shampanore of Somer-
ville, New Jersey writes to say
her class is studying the west
and she wants to know some-
thing about Kentucky and wants
its to send her a paper, which'
We will. We never thought of
us as living in the west before,
bagpipes* if you live in New Jer-
sey, we reckon this could be
called the west.
TII? Ledger and Times publish-
ed two pictures last week show-
ing conditions at two of the
county elementary schools. We
have one on our desk showing
ate plaster falling off the wall
at Hazel School. We have an-
other showing how the children
at lOrksey must go through the
open weather to get to the
lunch room. We do not have a
picture of Almo School where
a class is held on the school
stage. We also do not have one
of She stage of Calloway Coun-
ty High where next year a class
!tbe held because of theette of space.
This. pictures reflected true
conditions, so we are not apo-
logising for printing them. How-
ever several people in the c,om-
munities involved were offend-
ed because as they pointed out,
the schools have some good
pttints too. Some Kirksey peo-
Sksberought in a picture ofy School which made the
sch061 look real good. We did
not print this picture although
we told them we probably
would.
We most heartily agree that
these schools do have some good
points and we might add most
of these good points are due
ti6 the dedicated effort of the
plople of the communities in
Improving their schools.
We should make it clear here
thit publishing pictures show-
ing the bad points of the schools
were not meant to offend any
person. Undesirable conditions
at any county elementary
schoola, do not reflect on the
cainmunity in any way. They
Mrely reflect on the fact that
there is an inadequate tax in-
come to support the schools in
a manner which is desirable.
We certainly hope that the tax
Issue is decided on the basis of
its worth alone. We are afraid
that in sonic cases personalit-
ies are entering the .case, the
possible loss of an elementary
sCaool which is the social cen-
ter of the c^mmunity, and other
factors which have some value,
but not at the cost of institut-
ing a better sistein if that new
system is actually better.
We hop. that voters will weigh
the tax issue, the merger issue,
then decide yes or no on that
basis alone, and no other.
•
phone - Mrs. William Smith,
chairman, Mesdames Ed Over-
bey, Bobby Grogan, Don Henry,
and E. D. Roberts; Stage Decor-
ation: Mrs. Fred Wells - chair-
man, Mesdames H61 Houston,
John Gregory, Wells Purdom,
Jr., Bobby Toon, Bill Warren,
and Bill Wyatt; Finance -Mrs.
Bethel Richardson; Judges and
Rehearsal: Mrs. Charles Warn-
er - chairman, and Mrs. Virgil
Harris.
Correspondence: Mrs. Bobby
Nix Crawford - chairman,
Mesdames A. B. Crass, Walter
Jones, Allen Russell, Joe Hal
Spann, and Gene Steeley;
Equipment: Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
Jr. -* chairman, Mesdames Joe
Ryan Cooper, Z. C. Enix, James
Frank, Bailey Gore, James Par-
ker, Morgan Sisk, Richard Orr,
and John McC-age; Music: Mrs.
H. W. Wilson - chairman, and
Mrs. Leonard Whitmer; Coke
Party: Mrs. John N. Purdom-
chairman, Mesdames Clegg Aus-
tin, Don Keller, and Robert
Buckingham.
Awards: Mrs___John Nanney-
chairman, and Mrs. Ken Har-
rell; Merchants: Mrs. Robert
Johnson and Mrs. Rob Ray -
.chairmen, Mesdames Tommy
Alexander, James Claypool,
Kenneth Cramer, Frank Fazi,
Harry Furches, Thomas Hop-
kins Chad Stewart, Allen Mc-
Coy, W. J. Pitman, and Don
Overbey; Contestants: Mrs. Bill
Thurman - chairman, Mes-
dames Louis Kerlick, Gus Rob-
ertson, Jr., A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
Hunt Smock and George Lilly;




Ada Sue Hutson and Andrea
Kemper of Morrav haw! been in-
itiated into Alpha Pal Omega,
national drama fraternity a t
Murray State University.
Miss Hutson is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson of
709 Olive. She is a freshman
drama and speech major and is
also • member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sorority.
A sophomore, Miss Kemper is
an English major with minors
in art and drama. Her parents
are Mr. and Mrs. C. Wesley
Kemper of 600 Olive Street.
These girls were among four
students initiated during cere-
monies May 19. The Gamine Ep-
silon chapter of Alpha Psi Ome-
ga was established at MSU in
1937 and is open to students
who excel in drama.
Local Persons
Named Judges
Dr. James T. Hayes of Mur-
ray State University and Mrs.
Bonnie Jones of Murray High
School have been appointed as
regional judges for the Nation.
al Council of Teachers of Eng-
lish Achievement Awards Pro-
gram for 1969.
Judging committees, compos-
ed of teachers of English from
both college and high schools
will evaluate the writing skills
and literary awareness of over
7,500 selected high school stu-
dents.
The Achievement Awards
Program attempts to grant re
cognition to high school seniors
for excellence in English. Fin-
alists are announced in late
November and are recommend-
ed for scholarship aid to all
colleges and universities in the
United States.
Award winners generally re-
ceive from fifty to seventy-five
letters from colleges offering
scholarship aid or encouraging
application for admission. The
Achievement Awards competi-
tion is part of the comprehen-
sive program of the National
Council of Teachers of English
to improve instruction in Eng-
lish language and literature at
all levels throughout the nat-
ion's schools.
The NCTE is a professional,
nonprofit organization of Eng-
lish teachers whose member-
ship and subscribers now . in-
clude more than 135,000 teach-
ers from primary grades to gra-
duate school.
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
Dr. Harry Sparks, president
of Murray State University, will
deliver the commencement add
ress at the Cuba High School on
Tuesday, may 27, at eight p.m-
""1111111111M--_=,„
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 24, 1969





We the Supervisors of the
Calloway County Soil Conseerva-
bon District wish to take this
opportunity to show our appre-
ciation and to thank you for
publishing our page concerning
Soil Stewardship Week in your
paper, May 9, 1969.
Similar letters of appreciation
have been written to the co-









On behalf of the President,
Officers, and Members of the
Business and Professional Wo-
man's Club, we would like to
express our gratitude and ap-
preciation for the splendid cov-
erage you have given our acti-
vities, and programs, this past
year.
We are most thankful to have
your support.
Very trlY yours,




As the school year draws to
a close we would like to express
publicly our appreciation to the
Murray Head Start faculty and
staff who have given untiringly
of their efforts. The staff mem-
bers are Mrs. Cherie Ellison,
teacher, Mrs. Carole Crouch,
teacher, Mrs. Artie Petty, soc-
ial worker, Mrs. Linda Duffy,
aide, Mrs. Ftaymelle Walls, aide,
Mrs. Ida Bell Perry, matron.
They have expressed their be-
lief in Head Start not only by
their daily services but also by
continuing to work two weeks
without knowing whether the
proven would be funded for
the remainder of the year. Dur-
ing this time they were not sure
that they would be paid. How-
ever, they continued to work in
order that the program not be
Interrupted. It is &usual to-
day to find people who are so
deeply dedicated.
We would also like to express
our appreciation to the com-
munity for their support. In
particular we would like to
thank the Civic Inprovement
Club, The Dames Club, the Pu-
blic Library, the Murray Wo-
man's Club, the Tappan Co.,
the First United Methodist
Church, the 7th and Poplar








On behalf of the Red Cross
Board of Directors I would like
to thank you for your excel-
lent cooperation during our re-
cent fund campaign. Without
access to the pages of your
paper we would never have
been able to get our message
across to the public. We espec.
jelly appreciate the editorial
you wrote.
We would also like to public-
ly thank our workers. We are
especially grateful to our Fund
Chairman Bob Miller. It took a
great deal of courage on Bob's
part to associate himself with a
fund raising campaign, particul-
arly in an election year. It is
never popular to ask people for
their money, and we want the
public to know that we appre-
ciate the time he spent in this
behalf. It is, of course, typical
of our county attorney that he
would give generously of him-
self to a community cause.
Twelve local citizens also
gave a great deal of time in
serving on. the Advanced Gifts
Committee with me. Joe Dick,
'Bill Boyd, Charles Hale, Bill
Thurman, Frank Ryan, Jean
Williams, Kathryn Outland, A.
H. Kopperud, Elizabeth Thom-
ason, Galen Thurman, ancI'Don
Henry, worked very hard in
contacting businesses and large
donors. We appreciate the ef-
forts of our Advisory commit-
tee, Max Hurt, Prentice Lassit-
er, Carolyn Adams, and Bar-
letta Wrather, and we are
grateful to Ken Harrel, univer-
sRy chairman, Lanette Thur-
man, publicity chairman, Ellen
Watson, youth enrollment and
each seed every. permnd! who
helped' in any way.'
Once again, Jim, thank you
t‘entinuee on rage Five)
pmenmemener
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Left to right: Dim Leonetti's', Nancy Jones, Laurie Alexander, Bill Pasco, Mrs. LucilleAustin, Molly Stubblefield, Connie Lowry. Anne Battle, Wanda McNabb and Nancy Hart.Net pictured are, Laura Whey,* of Vienna, Virginia and Janet Henry of Jonesboro, Ark.
Murray High Group Will Go
To Europe On Travel Tour
Eleven students of French at
Murray High School with their
teacher as chaperone will spend
six weeks this summer in Eu-
rope on a study travel tour dir-
ected by the American Interna-
tional Academy.
Mrs. Lucille Austin is the lo-
cal coordinator for the tour and
the students in the group in-
clude; Miss Laurie Alexander,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mat-
ion Alexander, 503 North Sev-
enth Street; Anne Battle, daugh-
ter Of Dr. and Mrs. Guy Battle,
1103 Main Street; Nancy Hart,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James
Hart, 101 North Eighth Street;
Janet Henry, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George D. Henry,
Jonesboro, Arkansas; Nancy
Jones, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Conrad Jones, 1314 Wells Bou-
levard; Don Lampkins, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Lampkins,
Jr., 1306 Olive Street; Connie
Lowry, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, 707 Elie
Street; Wanda McNabb, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Scott Mc-
Nabb, Route 3; Bill Pasco, son
of Lt. Col. and Mrs. John Pas-
co, 308 North 14th Street; Mol-
ly Stubblefield, daughter o f
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert Stub-
blefield, 4619 Albemarle N.W
Washington, D.C.; and Laura
Wayne, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Harry Whayne, 8616 Acorn
Circle, Vienna, Virginia.
The group will leave Murray
on Sunday, June 15 for Cincin-
nati, Ohio, where they will be
met by Mrs. George Zarrett, the
Kentucky director of the tour,
and her group of Lexington stu-
dents. From Cincinnati they will
fly_ on June 16 by American
Airlines to Kennedy Airport in
New York City, where they will
join other groups throughout
the United States for an over-
night jet charter flight to Rome,
Italy.
At Rome, they will stay at
Loyola University Sightseeing
tours will be made to the For-
um, the Colosseum, the Par-
thenon, St. Peters, Tivoli Gar-
dens and other places of hhitor-
leaf 'importance. On Friday,
June .20, the entire group will
leave for French-speaking Dia-
blerets, Switzerland, high in the
Swiss Alps, which will be their
home for three weeks. Exten-
sive morning class work for the
students will be conducted by
young native French-speaking
instructors. Afternoons, even-
ings and weekends will be fill-
ed with excursions, filed trips
and relaxation.
At the conclusion of the three
weeks at Diablerets the group
will travel by chartered motor-
coach to Freiburg. Germany,
stopping enroute in Berne, Swit-
zerland for- a tour of the city.
From Freiburg, the group will
depart for Heidelburg with a
stop in Strasbourg, France, to
visit the famous Cathedral and
old parts of the city. After three
days in Heidelburg, the group
will leave by bus -for Mainr,
where they will board a steam-
er for Koblenc.
From Koblenc, the group will
travel by train to Paris where
they will spend four days sight-
seeing. Guided tours of the city
will be provided, during which
they will see all the important
landmarks of Paris.
Leaving Paris by bus on Sun-
day, July 20, the group will
spend a weekend at historic
Mont St Michel off the Nor-
mandy Coast.
The group will cross the
Channel by ferry from Dieppe
to Brighton, England, from
%which they will go to London.
Here their sightseeing will in-
clude, Big Ben, Houses of Par-
liament, St. Paula' Cathedral,
Westminster Abbey, Trafalger
Square and other important his-
torical places.
On July 24 they will leave





Claude White of Murray will
present a senior art exhibition
in the exhibition hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Bldg. at
Murray State University begin-
.ditIL-MaY 25.
White, who resides at 1005
Olive with his wife Norma Faye,
is a senior art major with a
minor in industrial arts at MSTT.




Partly cloudy and mild today
through Suaday. High both days
73 to 80._Low tonight 51 east
to 62 west.
Mrs. Fones Installed As
President Of Kirksey PTA
The Kirksey Parent:Teacher
Association closed its school
year with the meeting at the
school on Tuesday, May 20, at
one o'clock in the afternoon.
A special program was pre-
sented by the first grade stu-
dents of Mrs. Laura Jennings
and Mrs. Lillie Farris. Mrs.
Jennings was assisted by her
student teacher, Miss Twila
Adams.
Mrs. Buddy Anderson, presi-
dent, presided and reports. from
the various committees were
made for the year.
The group voted to buy an
educational television f o r
school, donate $25 to be held
with the promotion of the
school tax and merger, and al-
so donated $50 to the Kirksey
4-H Club to send its variety act
to the State Fair.
New officers installed by Mrs.
James Tucker, past president,
were as follows:
Mrs. Harold L. Fones, presi-
dent; Mrs. Buddy Anderson,
vice-president; Mrs. Billy Crick,
secretary; Mrs. Jewell McCal-
lon, treasurer.
The past president's pin was
presented to the retiring pre-
sident.
Committees named by Mrs.
Fones were as follows:
Program, Mesdames Lubie
Parrish, Billy Smith, Max Hurt,
and Thyra Crawford.
Membership, Mesdames Rudy
1. 'vett, Don Paschall, Jimmy
Wilson, and Laura Jennings.
Publicity, Mesdames J. B
Burkeen, Jim Ed Norwood, and
Rachel Neal,
Scrapbook, Mesdames Willie
Wade Joseph, Richard Arm-
strong, and Virdon Tucker.
Hospitality, Mesdames Glen
B Gibbs. Z. B. Russell, and
Cheryl Dailey.
Cultural Arts. Mesdames Jam-
es E. Miller and A. J. Marshall.
Budget and finance, Mes-
dames Alvin Usrey, Waburn
Wyatt, and Richard Towery
Library and C ingress publics-
- Mesdomes Harry Lee
F)otts, Kenneth Simm)ns, and
J It-Rhoades
onirliamentary procedure,
hiesdames Flvin Crouse. Billy
lakely, and Audrey Newsome.
and juvenile protect-
an. Mesdames Charles Coleman,
Gerald Stone, and Teddy Beane.
Civil de/ense and citizenship,u .
Jerry 'Falwell „ and
at Bogard.
Character and spiritual, Mes-
dames Dwight Watson,
Greer, and Bobby Locke.
Pre-School, Mesdames
ard Willie, Rob McCallon,








Health and Mental Health,
Mesdames Howard McCallon,
Paul D. Jones, and Vern Covey.
Exceptional Child, Mesdames
James Tucker, Richard Towery,
and Mr. James Lowry.
Scholarship and education,
Mrs. Ray Broach, M. B. Rogers,
Max Hurt, Mrs. Lucille Potts,
and Mrs. Anna Mae Hopkins.
Refreshments of punch and
cake were served in the lunch
room by the sixth grade home-
room mothers, Mrs. Alvin U.1-
ray, chairman. Mrs. M. B. Rog-
ers is the teacher.
Will Palmer
Passes Away
Will A. Palmer of Murray,
Route Two, aged 83, passed
away Friday at 11:45 p.m., at
the Parkview Convalescence
Center in Paducah. Death was
attributed to an extended ill-
ness Before entering the Con-
valescent Center he was a re-
tired farmer.
He was born September 27
1885, in Calloway County of Al
fred and Sarah Ross Palmer.
Survivors are.his wile, Mavis
Cain Palmer, of Route Two, one
son W. A. Palmer, of Paducah,
one sister, Sul& Cunningham of
Kirksey, two grandchildren,
Mrs. Jim (Patricia) Hall of Ill-
inois, W. A. Palmer III, of Pa-
ducah, two great-grandchildren
and several nieces and nephews:
He was a member of the Kirk-
sey Methodist Church.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. at the Bla-
lock-Coleman Funeral Chapel
with Rev. Johnson Easley offi-
ciating. Burial will be in
Murray Cemetery.
• The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home is in charge of arrange
ments *here friends may call'
after 2:00 p.m. today.
State Police.
Henry Hughes Edwards, Dex-
  ter driving while intoxicated,
two charges, and driving while
license suspended, fined $100.00
costs $13.00 on each of three
charges; State Police.
Vicki Sears, Murray Route
Two, fishing without licen
fined $15.00 costs $18.00; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
Cathy Coltharp, Mayfield
Route One, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Police.
David H. Jones, Route Two,
Greenville, reckless driving, fin-
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
Peggy T. Culver, Route Ore,
Benton, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Edward C. Cantrell, Tifton,
Ga.,'speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
James R. Moss, Murray Route
Two, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Gary A. Montgomery, Route
One, Palmersville, Tenn., speed-
ing. fined $25.00 costs $13.00;
State Police.
Royce Wyatt, Route One,
Symsonia, speeding, fined $10.-
00 costs $18.00; State Police.
Nellie R. Lassiter, 627 Broad
Street, driving sise intoxicat-
ed, fined $100.00 osts $13.00;
Sheriff.
John Richardson, 306 South
16th Street, speeding, fined
$1000 costs $18.00; State Police.
James Thomas Bramlett, Ha-
zel, driving while intoxicated,
fined $100.00 costs $13.00; State
Police.
Billy Joe Crtner, Hollow Rock,
Tenn., public drunkenness, fin-
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Alvis G. Sanders, Route One,
Farmington, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Pa
lice.
Curtis Jackson, Hazel Route
One, assault and battery, placed
under $500 bond awaiting act-
ion of September 1969 Grand
Jury; Sheriff.
Kay Sandra Cain, Route' One,
Essex, Mo., fishing without lic-
ense, fined $15.00 costs $18.00;
Department of Fish and Wild-
life.
David M. Bailey, Fort Mit-
chell, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Andrew Jones, Hardin, driv-
ing while intoxicated, fined
$100.00 costs $13.00, driving
while license revoked, fined
$20.00 costs $18.00; State Po-
lice.
Pat Landford Hackett, Kutta-
wa, reckless driving. fined $1/.-
00 costs $18.00; State Police. .
William )3: Hobbs, Murray
'Route One, cold checking, p?Ilt-
ed under bond of $1,000 await-
ing action of Grand Jury, Sep-
tember 1969; Sheriff.
'Ken Rawson, State-raresN,
Miss., cold checking, fined $10.-
00 costs $25.00; Sheriff.
Hal T. Kemp, Murray Route
Two, fishing without license,
fined $15.00 coats $18.00; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
Lonnie Tucker, Murray, pub-
lic drunkenness, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; Sheriff.
Ray S. Hudson, Mahan Apart-
ments, Murray, conversion, fin-
ed $10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff.
John T. Brame, Jr., Pembroks,
speeding, fined $10.00 coati 
$18.00; State Police. •
Pat Lee Harrell, KirkseY,
public drunkenness, fined $10.-




By AL ROSSITER JR.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI) - Apollo 10's pathfinding
astronauts, annoyed by scratchy
bits of insulation floating free
In their cabin, made their final
erbits of the moon Friday dou-
ble - checking navigational cal-
culations vital to a lunar land-
In July.
A 2-minute - 50 • second fir-
ing ef the command ship's big
rocket engine at 5:21 a.m. to-
day freed the craft from the
pull of lunar gravity and starts
the space fliers, Thomas Staf-
ford, Eugene Corner' and John
Young, on their thrm-day, 251,-
000-mlle return trip to Earth.
Their two "hill top" swans
of the lunar surface, and their
Several Cases Are Heard
In Calloway County Court
Several cases have been dis-
posed of in the Calloway Coun-
ty Court of Judge Ball McCuia-
ton during the past two weeks.
Records abow the following oc-
curred:
Noel Cole, Murray Route
Two, public drunkenness, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff and
Jailer.
Fay W. Browning, Murray
Route Three, fishing with com-
mercial title in restricted area,
fined $15.00 costs $18.00; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
Gerald G. Kimbro, Murray
Route Six, speeding, fined $10.-
00 costs $18.00; State Police.
Michael L. Reed, Mayfield,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Gary T. Taylor, Murray,
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
James Hale Spann, 1319 Viii.
Street, cold checking, fined
$10.00 costs $25.00, Sheriff;
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Richarxl B_ Scarborough, Mins
ray Route One, public drunken-
ness, fined $10.00 costs MAO;
Sheriff.
Rex Sins, Murray, public
drunkenness, fined $10.00 coats
$18.00; Sheriff.
Dan M. Hale, Murray Route
Three, public drunkenness, fin-
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
Danny M. Washburn, Murr.
Route Two, driving while intox-
icated, fined $100.00 costs $13.-,
00, driving while license su-
spended, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Jimmie Reynolds, McKeizde,
Tenn., speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Hoyte A. Story, Murray Route
Four, drinking onelighway, two
charges of driving.hile license
revoked, fined $10.00 costs $18 -s-ceol, methodk checking of -
00 on each of three charges; America's moon landing equip-
ment virtually assured the ne-
Hen of a full return lie Its 22.7
billion dollar Investment to be





Walter J. Baker of Farming-
ton route two passed away at
2:15 p. m. yesterday at the age
of 86 at the Murray Hospital.
He is survived by two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Carl Jones of 411
South Ninth Street, and Mrs.
Obie Mitcheson of Hardin route
one; two sons Macon Baker of
Farmington route two and Ar-
lett Baker of Elkton, Kentucky;
one step son, Albert Cassity of
Murray route five; one sister
Mrs. Felix Ballentine of Murray
route three; four brothers, Ran-
say of Semsonia, George of
Hardin route three, Tommie of
Elkton and Roy of Benton route
five.
Mr. Baker is also survived by
46 grandchildren, 45 great
grandchildren and 6 great-great-
great grandchildren.
He %vas a member, of the
Farmington Lodge 382 F&AM
and fraternal services will be
held at the grave. The funeral
will be held at the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home at 2:00 p.
m. on Sunday.




Mrs. Geneva Hurt and Mrs.
Sue Archer have returned af-
ter attending a two day Rub-
enstein Seminar held at Louis-
ville Tuesday and Wednesday,
May 20-21.
The latest lines in the cosme-
tics were introduced at the
seminar.
Both Mrs. Hurt and Mrs. Ar-
cher are employed at the Scott
Drug Store on Chestnut Street
Great Books Group
Will Meet Monday
The Great Books Discussion
Group will meet Monday, May
28 at 7:00 p.m, at the Murray.
Calloway .County Library.
The book 'inc t-oncessions or
St. Augustine" will be discuss-
ed. Mrs. Solon Bucy will be
the leader. Ilse public is invit-
C
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SATURDAY — MAY 24. 1969
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGES a TIKES FILE
_
G. T. "Ten" Darnell, 73, of near Colchrater died yesterday at
his hoe.
Evelyn R. Jones of Hazel will receive an AB degree in art from
Western Kentucky State College, Bowling Green, on June 2.
Miss Rachel Rowland was elected president of the Business
and Professional Women's Club. Other officers are Mrs. Garnett
Jones, Miss Beth Sexton, Miss Vivian Hale, Mrs. Rob Huie,
*Miss Dorothy Irvin, Mrs. Ethel Ward, Mrs. Hillman Thurman,
rrs. Myrtle J. Wall, Mrs. Ethel Key, and Miss Elise Long.Memorial services will be held at the Mt. Carmel Methodist
ch on May 26, according to thepastor,Rev. R. F. Blankenship.
0YearsAgoThisWeek
LE.DGElt a TIMES F1LLE
James Wesley Wilson of Murray, are 19, and Sadie Lee Tyler,
Bell City, age 28, were killed in a Inc' Jrcycle-automobile collision
a mile and a half.north of Murrayoi, May 21.
Other deaths reported this week are Mrs. Nannie Gholson, William
Thomas Hatcher, age 68, Mrs. Sallie McCuiston, age 70, Ed Cole,
age 60, Mrs. Daisy Outland age 79, and Thomas Alfred Jones, age
68.
disegarrdi haillteady killOrear1y- 40hOgS- on sevenfirms
In the Blakely community of this county has been diagnosed as
cholera.
Miss Frankie Williams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Williams,
was named Strawberry Queen of Calloway County and an attendant
to Miss Frances King, Heath, Queen of Western Kentucky.
JUDGELIKE INDEED is the mien of Warren Earl Burger, 61„
at the White House after being nominated as chief justice
of the United States. The St. Paul, Minn., native has been
a judge of the. Circuit Court of Appeals in Washington.
COMPARE THESE
FIGURES
1. Package of Cigarettes  , .30
2. Admission to One Bali Game  1.00
3. Admission to Movie  1.00
4. Five Galfons of Gas  1.65




S. One Carton Cold Drinks 65
 .5.
 .35
If Your Property Is Assessed at
$10,000,, your Increase in Taxes
will be only 6* per day
Vote FOR The
School Ballot!!
Soon You May Be Eating Citrus Foods
In the Form of Candy, Mixes, Tablets




ever hear of orange juice tab-
lets! Citrus lozenges" Orange
wafers? O.J. tabs! Or a com-
bination instant beverage and
complete meal made in a minute
by mixing dehydrated oranges
and dried eggs with water!
If not, you soon will be hear-
ing about them. For all these
citrus products, made in the
form of "candies" and "mixes,"
already have been developed in
laboratories here and elsewhere.
All proved to be delicious and
nutritious.
Most professional taste-test-
ers agreed that their fresh fla-
vor was exactly like the citrus
Juices we drink every morning.
So you may be buying some or
all of them at your grocery,
drug and candy stores within
the next few months.
Among other newly-developed
varieties of fresh-tasting citrus
foods that should be available
shortly are, orange foam, a
promising looking pie or cake
topping; and orange sticks,
which youngsters may be eating
in place of drinking their usual
orange juice.
• • •
THERE is tremendous inter-
est in all these experimental
foods, according to America's
number one authority on the
subject. He is M. K. Veldhuis,
chief of the Fruit and Vege-
table Products Laboratory, an
important researeh-segment -of -
the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture.
Veldhuis says the chief diffi-
culty at the moment in the de-
velopment of fully acceptable
citrus tablets is that the princi-
pal company working on them,
situated in Florida, is still put-
ting its new drier (dehydrating
machinery) through the pion
period -or-shakedown.. This is a
tough job, he says, pointing out:
"It's industry's first installa-.
tion of such a drier and it will
be necessary to experiment with
it for some time before all the
new equipment works properly
in order to provide a high-qual-
ity and adequate supply of the
proposed tablets."
• • •
"TH*.RE'S also a likelihood
that two other companies will be The researchers and some of. experimentally in dehydrated
working on the orange juice -their friends ate the tablets like form. One which especially has
tablets, one in Florida and the candy and found them deliciows.obeen praised by taste-testers is
other on the West These tablets, Veldhuis says. a mixture of grapefruit. limeCoast" consisted of about 99 per cent and strawberry powders madeIn their present form the tab- citrus solids. He elaborates: from the purest juices of theselets are comprised almost en- "They may be produced in anytarely of natural juice solids
number of shapes and sizes. Awith all the normal nutritive ad-
type of commercial orange oilvantages of natural fruit juices.
is added at a very low level forincluding vitamin C, caloric con- flavor improvement. We aretent, and other important vita-
presently studying methods formins and minerals.
concentrating the fragrant aro-
matic materials in oranges
which are lost during normal
dehydration processes, and we
hope to re-incorporate these ma-
terials into the dried product
How about on orange juice tablipt, asks this Winter Haven, Fla.,
miss. The disc, equal nutritionally to an ounce of juice, is delicious.
frozen orange concentrate tin
liquid form) is mixed with a
foaming agent, whipped into a
thick foam, whereupon the
goisture is removed by passing
hot air aver and, through the
foam while it is spread out in a
thin sheet.
The original idea for the tab-
lets. Veldhuis explains, came
about as a development of-re-
search on dehydration of citrus
juices by the "foam-mat" dry-
ing process. The early intention
was to develop a dried powder
which would reconstitute at
once to a natural tasting orange
juice with the addition of water.
In the "foam-mat" process. a
• • •
RECENTLY a good flavored
stable product nicknamed "in-
stant O.J." was produced as a
result of a co-operative project
between the ARS and the Flor-
ida Citrus Commission.
Veldhuis explains that instant
orange juice produced in this
manner, however, had a very
large volume for a given weight.
Which is one way of saying
that the powder wasn't quite
soluble enough to qualify as an
acceptable commercial product.
In studying ways to increase
powder density and thereby im-
prove solubility, the idea was
developed of compressing the
citrus solids into tablet form.
• • •
AS OUR picture shows, some
orange juice tablets have been
made as large as one inch in
diirrneter and an eighth of an
inch in width These huge tab-
lets were formed from .dehy-
drated orange powder by com-
pressing two grams of the-pow-
der in a cylindrical,* hydraulic
press. Each disc'of this size is
about equal to the solids In
about one ounce of pure orange
juice, according to Veldhuis.
Some day you may be enjoy-
ing a new product called "an
instant meal," not to be con-
'fused wAh the diet or "quickie"
weight-losing meals already on
the market.: This one would be
a meal in a box or bottle which
the :consumer would complete
in a few minutes..
THE PRODUCT would be
equivalent nutritionally to a
complete breakfast, supper or
lunch, and might have dehy-
drated eggs in it, plus a high
protein powder made from a
number of dehydrated fruits
and vegetables.
Already a number of new and
novel kinds of fruit juice com-
binations have been developed
fruits. It has a lovely pink color
in dry form. reconstitutes beau-
tifully and is said to have a
fresh, invigorating flavor.
• • •
PINEAPPLE juice has been
dehydrated with excellent re-
sults and looks promising as a
potential "candy" or "tablet."
In addition it has been blended
successfully with dehydrated
orange, grapefruit, lime and
strawberry juices.
Whether or not these delicious
new products will be available
soon. yau may be sure they will
eventually become a part of
your everyday life.
LIFETIME CAREER
NEW YORK UPI - Mayor John
N. Lindsey, who is running for
another four-year term as may-
or, apparently believes enough
Is enough.
When told by visiting Mayor
Teuvo Aura of Helsinski that his
lob appointive and lasted
for liçTLindsey quipped: "For
a lifetime') That's a sentence,
not a term,"
3RD TIME LUCKY
REDBOURN, England UPI -
Third time proved bicky for Pat-
ty Vickery who passed her driv-
ing test on a six-ton steam roller.
It was given to her months ago
as a brithday present."I'm over-






land UPI - The gas man took
Mrs. Agnes Scott's meter six
months ago, promised to bring
It back at lunch time and dis-
appeared. Since then Mrs. Scott,
61, has had to cook over an opal
fire.
"They kept saying they would
send somebody, but they never
did," she said. A gas company
spokesman said she would get a
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THE SALZBURG CONNECTION -
Helen Maclimes




AIRPORT - Arthur Halley
A WORLD OF PROFIT -
Louis Auekineloss
FORCE 1117Amd=a4A:ARONE -
PRESERVE AND PROTECT -
Allen Dewy
THE FIRST CIRCLE -
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
AND OTHER STORIES -
John O'Hara
TESTMONY OF TWO MEN -
Taylor Caldwell
Nomilitabos
THE ARMS OF KRUPP -
William Manchester
THE MONEY GAME - Adam Smith






THE DAY KENNEDY WAS SHOT
Jim Bishop 
WANTS A ROLE - American
Toni Amber, 22, poses at the
Film Festival in Cannes,
France, hoping some pro-
ducer will feel she is attrac-
tive enough for a film role.
  SATURDAY — /LAY 24. 1969
)"MONSTER" STRIKES
PURL,EY, England UPI - The
"monster" banged against the
door with its hard white head,
waking Mrs. Marion Faulder an
then scuttled off into the dark.
•"It looked like something:tom
outer space. My husband took a
quick look at it, but be wouldn't
go near it," she said,
The police rescued the Fluid-
ers from a hedge-bog with a
yogurt carton iii.mmed over his
mouth and eyes.
To The Voters of Calloway County:
Since death has entered into this campaign,
and it is something all of us must face sooner or
later, if were to die tonight, I would like to be-
Belie taia we is c0&oway cceinty would have a
County ludge who Would be understanding of my
wife's problems.
I would like to believe that my wife would
be welcome in the Judge's office, which after all
belongs to the taxpayers.
I would like to believe' that no abusive lang-
uage would be used toward my wife and that she
would not be ordered out of the Judge's office.
I would like to believe that her problems












Next Tuesday You Will Elect Your Sheriff
For The Next Four Years
Not only will you elect a man to enforce the laws ofthe county but.that same man will also collect and accountfor approximately four million dollars of your money.
I believe my 25 years business experience qualifies
me for this office.
I 
belie
in treating people the way I want to be
treated, and if elected this will continue to be my policy.
This Is The First Timei Have Asked For
Your Support For Any Office
If you elect me as your Sheriff, the office will be
open ALL DAY every Saturday for your convenience.
If you think my qualifications — Honesty and lnteg-
ity entitle me to this office, I earnestly solicit your voteand influence.
My family and I would like to thank the people of
Murray and Calloway County for the kindness shown us
during this campaign. Not one unkind remark was made
ctouartne8y
.
 y.of .us and we are grateful for your kindness and
Respectfully,
JOHN B. WATSON
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NEW YORK UPI Weeb Ew-
°bank is one of the most cower-
ative little guys you'll ever meet,
In sports or out.
He'll do anything to help. Bett-
er make that practically anything
because there is one thing he
won't do.
- Weeb Ewbank isn't going to
get himself into the middle of
any controversy between Joe Ne-
meth, the man who led his New
aiYork Jets to a world champion-
ship four months ago, and Johnny
Unitas, the man primarily re-
sponsible for Weeb's winning two
previous titles with the Balti-
more Colts.
Possibly the few isolated spar-
ks flying between the two quarter-
backs now is nothing more than
a bit of delayed postgame jock-
eying, but nobody's going to catch
EEwbank helping to fan the low
burning flame into a brush fire.
" The chubby 62-year-old Jets'
coach with the Pete Rose crew-
cut makes no secret of the way
he feels about Nemeth.
He's crazy about him and as
Weeb Ewbank will tell you him-
self, he'd be crazy if he felt
otherwise.
S Must Be A Misquote
But he has pretty much the
same sincere affection and re-
spect for Unitas.
So if Johnny Unitas is going
to aim a few needles at Joe
Nemeth, perhaps because of so-
me previous needles Joe Nemeth
aimed at Earl Morrell, Weeb
Jolans to maintain his position
sof neutrality on the sidelines
while the two quarterbacks peg
away at each Other. He refused
to be mousetrapped at the Super
Bowl' film preview the other night
when a couple of guys cornered
him and asked him about Unitas'
remarks.
"Whet remarks?" Ewbank ask-
ed, rather puzzled.
s. "Unitas said Nemeth is a good
Wqsarterback and he reads de-
fenses well but there are a'
least two or three better passers
In the AFL than him," one of,
the guys explained to Ewtank,
The Jets' mach was silent a
second.
would have to think John
Was misquoted," he said.
"Maybe," somebody chimed
"but Unitas has said this a
•1 times already and in more
than one place. They can't all
NI misquoting him,"
Ewbank mulled it over some
more.
"It certainly doesn't soundlike
John Unitas," he said, "Hemight
a* a thing like that, but he
moddn't say U.
The conversation continued,
centering now around Nemeth.
• "Do you think he can ever
better the year belied last year?"
somebody wanted to know.
"I'd like to think he'dprogress
a little more this year," Ewbank
mastered.
"What about his legs?"
"He had a lot of problems
Apt them before the season sta-
red last year but once the season
Ot underway he got better. At.
'the end of the year his legs were
In the best suaint they ever had
been."
"Then you don't think they'll
shorten his career."
"No , I don't."
"What about yourself. How mu-
ch did the win in the Super Bowl
change your life?"
"Well, it brought me great
satisfaction. I'm very happy abo-
ut it, but I've been in champion-
ships before. This isn't the first
one,"
"Did you ever think of retir-
ing after the big one?" "I learn-
ed from my friends. A number
of them did retire. They're sor-
ry. So I learned from them."
"Have you spoken with Don
Shute the Baltimore Coach since
the Super Bowl?"
"Yes, We talked out on the
west coast,"
"Mostly about football?"
"We just talked about different
parts of the game. Some technical
points that came up."
His Favorite Film
They were nearly ready to
show the film now and word was
sent out that they'd like Ewtank
to sit up front where he would
get a good view.
"How many times have you
seen it?" a newsman asked.
"I expect about 15 times."
"It always ends up the same
way, doesn't it?"
"Yeti," Ewbank laughed. Then
he walked inside the room where
the film was to be shown and sat
wn. The lights went out and
the picture began but after only
a few minutes the sound system
conked out. Although there was
no sound for a short time the
film continued being shown up on
the screen.
Sitting there in the darkness,
Weeb Ewbank didn't seem to
mind the fact he couldn't hear
anything. It really didn't matter.
Not as long as he still could see
everything.
Former light heavyweight
champion Archie Moore estab-
lished himself as boxing's knock-
out king by kayoing 141 op-
ponents during his 27-year ca-
reer.
* * •
rewarded with S75 when he




BOSTON (UPI) - Boston
Patriots end-placekicker Gino
Cappelletti has led the American
Football League in scoring five
of the nine years that the league
has been in existence.
The Detroit Tigers purchased
Ty Cobb for $750 in 1905 and
he went on to become the great-
est all-around player in the
game's history.
• • •
On Sept. 22, 1948, Stan
Musial went- 5-for-5 on five
straight pitches against five hur-
lers.




I pledge to serve all interests of this county to
the best of my ability. You'll find me Just the
same, before and after the election.
* * *
PLEASE, TAKE THIS AS MY PERSONAL PLEA
FOR YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
THE LEDGER I TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
YEAR OF THE "WEDGE" at the Indianopolis Speedway is shown here as most of the topdrivers have switched to the wedged-shaped front end, introduced in ISO by the W-fated turbineracers. Four variations are shown here: (top, left to right): Denis Hulme's Fond-Eagle; ArnieKnepper's turbo-charged Ford; (bottom left to right); Gary Bettenhausen's turbocharged Ford,and Mario Andretti's Lotus-Ford, which also has wings to hold down the front end. The 500Race is May 30 
-UPI Photo
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Amputee Golf Meet Is Next Month
Warm Springs, Georgia  A
anima sprts event will be held
began* June 19, 1969 when
amputee golfers from the South
gather for the Thirteenth Annual
Southern States Golf Champion-
ships of the National Amputee
SpriogiiatIonals Are
Set  For June 6-8
BRISTOL, Tenn, - The annual
ARRA Springnationals at the Bri-
stol International Dragway anili-
ne 6-7-8 once again will have a
feminine touch.
Shirley Muldowney, often re-
ferred to as the Queen of Drag
Racing, has entered a dragster
for the Bristol event. 1969 show. Special brochures ab-
Shirley enjoys a unique dis-}out the Springnationals may be
tinction among drag racers: obtained free of charge, along
She's the only woman qualified
dragster driver in the entire
werld.
In a sport that is dominated
ky men, Shirley has been zippingFloyd Patterson, who earnecliidown quarter-mile strips for 11nearly $8 million boxing, was years. And she has pissed sphes
share of trophies and cash, too.
The Schenectady, New Yorker
is a real 'lightweight among a
forest of heavyweights,
She checks in at a petite 99
pounds, but that has proven more
of a blessing than handicap.
She regularly blazes to eight-
second runs with speeds in the
180's. She reportedly has won
six of the last 10 meets in which
she has participated. • 
The femme fatale tried to ent-
er the Bristol Springnationals
two years ago but was denied
a spot due to the rules at that
time. But the rules are different
now and Shirley is being given
a chance to run.
"My greatest ambition is to
break the woman's world land
speed record at the Bonneville,
Utah, Salt Flats," she says. "Art
Arfons has built one I hope to dri-
will continue rIght up until 10p.m.
On Sunday, June 8, gates will open
at 9 a.m. will ricingth continue
until the trophy presentation time
of 5:30 p.m.
Over 80,000 persons saw the
three-day event last year, and
more are expected to attend the
with 1969 ARRA rule books and
entry blanks at the Dragway br
by writing: Springnationals Bris-
tol Int. Dragway, Bristol, Term,
UT NO, 1
TUCSON, Ariz. UPI - The Un-
iversity of Texas, boasting an
impressive 33-4 record, holds-
the No, 1 position in the latest
college baseball rankings com-
piled by Collegiate Baseball Ne-
wspaper.
Minnesota , 21-9 for the seas-
on, was ranked second followed
by Arizona State and UCLA.Gra-
nd Canyon of Arizona retained
the No, 1 spot in the college
division rankings followed by Fl-
orida Southern.
NAMATH COURAGEOUS
NEW YORK UPI - Quarterback
Joe Nemeth of the New Yorkye out there, perhaps this year. Jets has been named recipientThe record is 308 miles an hour of the first George Hallti Awardand I think I can top that."
Shirley, who likes needlepoint
embroidery and has her dragster
designed with a needlenose trout,
drives a dragster dubbed "Cha
Cha".
The AHRA Springnationals will
offer nearly $200,000 in prize
-money and contingencies, mean-
ing that the track once again is
assured of having another star-
studded racing field.
"Practically every major ma-
nufacturer and accessory com-
pany in America is putting up
some money for this event," says
Larry Carrier; president of the
Bristol Dragway. "This is a big
motley bash and hundreds of driv-
ers-including the best of the
best-will be here trying to grab
,their share of the loot."
Gates will open at 9 a.m. on
Friday, June 6, with time trials
and practice to last until 10 psis
On Saturday, June 7, the gates
will open at 8 a.m, and racing
presented to a pro football play-
er displaying "the most cour-
age" during the 1968 season.
Namath was selected for the
award by the Pro Football Writ-
ers Association of America. The
gimpy-kneed. quarterback will re-
ceive the award June 3 in New
York.
ABANDONS PLANS
STOCKHOLM UPI - Lack of
financial support from the gover-
nment has forced Sweden's Olym-
pic Committee to abandon plans
to bid for the 1976 Winter Oly-
mpic Games.
The government announced
Wednesday night that a special
subcommittee had investigated
facilities at Oestersund, Sweden,
and found the financial commit-
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Cincinnati 4. Montreal 3.
Pisiladskittio 6. Atlanta 2.
New York at Mauston
Pitts/x/12N at San Francisco.
Chita?* ot San Diego
St. Louts at Las Angeles
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Witt tio:nes,
Cleveland 47: 1:4/. 1.
Kansa* City 4. Vtosninotori 3.





Ptil(adelphla I Wagner 0-3) at Atlanta
(Rood 5-1), 7-05 p.m.
Montreal (Grant 1-5) at Cincinnati ( CIO-
Aillititr 2-51. 6 0.m.
tatw York I Koosrnon 1-2) at Mauston
(0141cer 6-4), 7.30 p.m.
Chicago (Holtman 7-1) at son Diego
(Rafter 2-3).)St Louis (Giusti 3-41 112 5.015 Amides
(Sutton 4-4) 3 m
Pittsburon Wavle 3-3) at San Francisco
(McCormick 1-21.30rn
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Boston IStonae 1-31 at Chicago (Peters
lal.cililligilis::(21runat 1-3) at Detroit (Wilson
24444oNliSt DiScirta:r 1-4! at Clivoland I Mc.
D°rIiilarli-i4d)11UNF.3731 at Baltimore (Cuid-
isrKonlaS7Cf/Ty mitledlund Y21 at Wosninaton
MInntilikrYldid°r2.1 ot New York (Bur-
bads 2-3).) a.m.
Basketball ranks second only
io soccer as an international sport.
says the National Geographic.
ORT WORTH, Tex. UPI -
Gardner Diekinson shot a final
round four-under-par 66 and wo-
und up with a 278 total in wine-
ing the Colonial National Invita-
tion golf tournament.
MONTE CARLO UPI - Graham
Hill of England won the Monaco
Grand Prix for the fifth time
with an average speed of 129.-
036 miles per hour.
PHILADELPHIA UPI - Olym-
pian John Carlos of San Jose
State was named the outstanding
performer in the Martin Luther
King Freedom Games track and
field championships at Yillanova
Stadium.
RUEL REHIRED
MONTREAL UPI - Claude Ru-
el, who guided the Montreal Can-
adians to the National Hockey
League Stanley Cup champion-
ship in his rookie year of coach-
ing, has been rehired for the
1969-70 season at a "substantial
Increase" in salary.
Sam Pollack, vice president
and general manager of the Cana-
dians, said Ruel signed a one-
year contract. Terms were not
disclosed.
Jock Dempsey, Gene Tunney
and Joe Louis are the only
champions to attract $I million
gate receipts for single fights.
Battling Nelson knocked
down Christy Williams 72 times
to win their 17-round bout on
Dec. 16, 1902.
uoif Association.
The tournament is to be held
at the Georgia Warm Springs
Foundation golf course and will
be played under the same rules
as any other tourney. No con-
cessloos will be made because
players- have lost legs, arms,
or in some instances, even both.
The amputee tournament will
open with a Pro-Am match to be
played on Thursday, June 19,
1969 and will be followed by 18
note matches to be played each
of the following two days. • .
Participants will come from
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Ken-
tucky, Mississippi, North and
South Carolina, and Teonessee
Any amputee golfer interesteo
in competing in the Thirteenth
Annual Southern States Golf Ch-
ampionships should contact Ge-
orge C. Beekmann, Jr., Georgia
Warm Springs Foundation, Warm
Springs, Georgia 31830.
* VOTE FOR *
Leon P. Smith
Candidate For
MACIISTRATE OF DISTRICT NO. 3









YOUR COUNTY RIDGE PRESIDES OVER FOUR COURTS
• QUARTERY COURT --COUNTY COURT - --JUVENILE COURT — FISCAL COURT
•
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Is he being rude
of is he a TV nut?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I would like to tell you what in my 'pinksis about the rudest thing people can do.
It's sitting there with their eyes glued to the televisionwhen people come to visit them. They &el ewes bother to
turn their herds toward you to answer a wooden. Half thetime they don't even HEAR you they are so absorbed in the"boob tube."
Please print this far those who are guilty at this
unforgivable offense, and such it to 'en, but good.
IGNORED
DEAR IGNORED: Yee did not make dear the
"ctrcesastasees." If people "drop la" mievited, perhaps the
captive -host" is deliberately diewhig his dlopienettre.
limited guests toast eesepete with the hash tube. rd say thehost is based rode, and the guests should make it an sae
mardas.
Mat BY: My husbend and I are friends ef a
married ample who are having their marital problems.
Om prelims is that they keep calling to—Wanting to
talk. We haw tekl them that we do not want to get in the
middle of their arguments, but they keep calling anyway. Assoon as one hangs up, the other me calls. They call at all
hours of the day and night, which takes a lot of nerve. We
are sick of R.
It's getting so that we don't really mach care M we retain
their friendship or not. But how do we get them to quit
calling us? IN THE MIDDLE
DEAR IN: There mot he eseastellag the maller wl'h the
way you've been Selig this. to quit calling you. KIndaess is
esseetimes mistakes he weekend fie you will have to match
these is serve if you want to get out Seem the middle.
DEAR ABBY: ley Imibmid bee an mot who is filthy
Alse i getting on in yens, mid bree-ess-dan mellowed
her. se's dill brittle and balmy and Mots to run everything.
She hes lots of very valuable jewelry, mostly antkpaes
she's collected over the years.
She insisted that I reed the letter at instruction' she gave
her lawyer regarding the deposit:ice of bar jewelry. I was
shocked. Sbe is leaving some pieces to ME ott the conditkin
that I in turn leave them to my sons ONLY if they marry
within their Ana! (Our sees are 5 and g, and a long way
from marries.. lissides, what has the religion of the girls
they marry how la de with anything I give to then?]
If she hams amarakiag to me, don't I then hove the right
to do with admt / plums? AT A LOSS
DM& AT: If you asset wish to 1st year aunt awl kris
her pm the dispeolthis at her *way land I don't blame
yea). MS her you cam% g• Mean with her "conons." se is
had better leave the basins to esemeat else.
DEAR ABBY: Our mother pawed away S months ago.
She and dad had been married for 27 years, and were very
happy together.
Now, after only 3 months my Mbar. gave mother's
diamond to another woman, and they Ailit pisming to be
married soon The lady is 44, very dos, Ind the Ims never
been married before and she wants a Mg funnel wedding
with bridesmaids, the white gown sal rail =doeskins@ he
Harris-Gilmore Wedding Planned
MISS LINDA KAY HARRIS
(Photo by Love)
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris of 1640 Olive, announce theengagement and approaching marriage of their older daughter,Linda Kay to Larry Lee Gilmore, youngest son of Mr. and Mn.Don Gilmore of 122 Lakeside Drive,,Pathicah.
Miss Harris is a 1986 graduate of Murray High School and
Is now completing her Junior year at Murray State University.
She is a member of Pi Omega Pi, honorary business society, and
Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
Rev. Gilmore is a 1966 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High
School and has just completed his Junior year at Georgetown
College, Georgetown. He is the pastor of the Mt. Olivet Baptist
Church, Mt. Olivet.
Both Miss Harris and Rev. Gilmore have received app3int-
toents for summer student mission work for tee weeks this sum
mer. Miss Harris will he going to Pensacola, Florida, under the
Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention. Rev.
Gilmore will go to Quinon, Vietnam, to assist Southern Baptist
Misalooaries in that area.
The wedding is planned for August 30 at the First Baptist
Church. All relatives and friends of the couple are invited to at-
tend the wedding and reception.
-
1
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EXPERIENCED - QUALIFIED
asiusa my two sisters and me live are all between 20 and 261
to be her bridesmaids.
Abby, we want dad to be happy, and we don't want to
cause trouble, but something tells me it wouldn't be right to
take part in this kind of a wedding so soon after mother's
death. Can you advise me MIDDLE DAUGHTER
4 DEAR MIDDLE: I agree with you. That "soniethiag"
that tells yes it's net right is vitamin sense.
Everybody bas a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby. Box Mee, Los Angeles, Cal. MM, awl
melee.e a stamped, aelf-addreased envelope.
Few Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Age's Want Is
Maw," send $I to Abby, Box 07111, Los Angeles. Cal. MSS.
MIL Wild
Friday, May 23
The Melia Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Mrs. S. L Horn, 406 South
Stli Street, at 10:30 am. A pot-
luck luncheon will be served.
• • •
Saturday, May 24
A rummage sale will be held
at the Fellowship Hall of the
First United Methodist Church
darting at 7:30 am.
• • •
The Junior Civitan Club will
have a slave day with the
charge being one dollar per
hour. Call 733-7747 if you have
work for the members to do.
• • •
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a luncheon meeting at the club
house at noon with the hostess-
es being Mesdames M. P. Chris-
topher, Mary Belie Overby, W.
C. Adams, Rolf E. P. Ma&
Bak* Slow, Dr. Gwendolyn




The annual homecoming will
be held at the Coldwater Church
of Christ with Bro L. H. Pogue
as the speaker. Singing will
start at 2:30 p.m. A basket din-




The Beta Sigma Phi aororhy
will meet at the Community
Center at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
TM yaw council meeting of
the Iram Grove Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Walton Fulkerson at 7:30 pm.
• • •
The Ruth Sunday School Class
34 the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Bob-





(UPI) - An antique steam loco-
motive will pull trainloads of
roadroad buffs and sightseers
through West Germany s Black
Forest from Achern to
Ottenhoefen this slimmer. Runs
are scheduled June through
September
• 
Circle I Of WSCS.
Has Regular Meet
Circle I of the Women's Soc-
iety of Christian Service of the
First Methodist Church held its
regular meeting at the social
hall of the church on Tuesday,
May 70, at two o'clock in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Burnett,Warterfield and
Mrs. Carl Harrison conducted a
very impressive pledge service.
Pledge cards were signed by
the members and dedicated by
Mrs. Carl Harrison.
The circle chairman, Mrs. Da-
vid Henry, presided and open-
ed the meeting with prayer.
During the social hour re-
freshments were served to the
nineteen members present by
the hostesses, Mrs. E. A. Lund-





NEW. DELHI (UPI) -
pliant never forgets.
No one is sure how the say-
originated but tales of the
ephantine memories' of de.
hints are widely circulated --
nd believed - in India.
One such story is almotit
Gopalan and Ramachandran.
two elephants owned by a palace
in Kerala, who were .chained side
by side in a compound after
they had performed duty at a
temple festival.
Ramachandran, the younger
one, suddenly jerked himself free
of his chains and attacked
Gopalan, the older fellow, and
almo.t tusked him to death
"Ramachandran had never
forgiven Gopalan for helping hii
mans to take him into cap-
tivity.- a mahout said later "
elephant never forgets.-
Another popular story know n
to most lovers of wild life in
India is about an elephant of
the Madras Forest Etpartment
His mahout, so the story goes,
habitually visited the village pub
every evening where he Would
drink himself into sr stupor. and
fall asleep at the doorstep





Phone 753-1917 or 753-4647
OW II
The Pottertown Homemakers
Club held its regular meeting
.at the Holiday Inn on Wednes-
day, May 21, at ten o'clock in
he morning.
Mrs. Carrie Cole presented
the major lesson for the month
on "Social Graces in Public
Places". Mrs. RosemIla Outland
gave a discussion an "Housings
and Furnishings".
Calloway County School Sup-
erintendent Baron Jeffrey was
present to speak on behalf of
the proposed school tax issue
to be voted on in the May 27th
primary election.
Mrs. Lucy Alderdice, presi-
dent, presided and Mrs. Bessie
Colson gave the devotion from
the 10th chapter of Psalms.
The roU call and treasurer's
report was by Mrs. Clifton Rob-
erts. Members answered with
what they remember about their
wedding dress. The 1970 lemons
were planned for the coming
year.
Landscape notes were given
by Mrs. Louise Short and the
recreation was directed by
1.urene Cooper.
Other members present were
Mrs. Goldia Curd, Mrs. Katie
Overcast. Mrs. B Melugin, Mrs.
Pattye Overcast, Mrs. Winnie
Fluegge; Mrs. Myrtle Casey,
Mrs. Blanche Larson, Mrs. 0.
B. Cook, and Mrs. Frank Wohl-
hart. Mrs. Louise Somers was a
visitor.
Lunch was served in the din-





Miss Deborah Ann Harrell.
bride-elect of Rokec Robert Sap-
la, was complimented with a der
lightful luncheon held on Sat-
urday. May 17, at one o'clock
in the afternoon at the South.
side -Restaurant.
The gracious hostesses for
the occasim were Mesdames A
C Koerner. Lela Shackelford.
Polly Brant. John Pasco, Wil-
liam Nall and John Resig.
For the occasion the honoree
ch se t3 wear an orchid dotted
swiss sleeveless frock trimmed
in ruffles Her hostesses gift
:orsage was of daisies.
Her Mother, Mrs. Jamie Har-
rell, wore a light blue two piece
dress. The groom-elect's aunt,
Mrs. Robert Rowan, wore a
pale green dress. They were
both presented hostesses' gift
corsages of white carnations.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with the creamer and
sugar to her chosen pattern of
china as a wedding gift.
The table was centered with
large arrangements of different
colors of roses. Place cards with
daisy design were used.
Covers were laid for Mrs
Beverly Vance, Miss Carolyn
Hendon, Miss Linda Houston,
Miss Glenda White, Mrs. Alvin
Harrell, Mrs. Grover James,
Mrs. Ben Hamphrey, Mrs. Char-
les W. Moore, Mrs. Ralph Tes-
seneer, the honoree, her mo-




At The Scout Cabin
Brownie Troop No. 47 held
its last meeting of the Year at
Scout Cabin on Monday,
y 19.
Janet Rowland led the pledge
the flag and .Dana Shipley
ed the promise. The girls dis-
Day Camp with Mrs.
Charlotte Allbritten, assistant
leader, leading the discussion.
Special thanks was extended
Mrs. Bennie George as re-
freshment chairman and Mrs.
Linda White as the cookie chair.
%Afro liks
When planning your table do
coration for a "Set down" form
of entertaining be sue the
height of the decoration is low
enough for your guest to see
each other across the table to
engage in moverestion. The ea-
ception is in using candles when
the light of the candles should
be above eye level so the flames
will not disturb people as they
converse across the table. —
Miss Patricia Everett.
• • •
4-H speech and demonstrat-
ion contests are held during the
spring season each year. Club
members show and tell how to
do a specific task. They gain
confindence and strengthen
skills by participating in this
activity. The area contest will
be held June 11. — Mrs. Dean
Roper.
• • •
DRAPERY HOOKS — Cot
rect selection of the hook used
to hang a drapery can make the
difference between a home-
made-looking job and a profes-
sional looking one. Short hooks
have only one purpose: to hold
the drapery on the rod.
While the longer hook serves
the additional purpose of rein-
forcing the buckram beading
right at each pleat. Thus they
help keep smooth and straight
the heading of the heaviest
draperies.
These longer double-function
hooks should be fitted to the
draperies so the shank length
is slightly less than the depth
of the heeding. To keep the
headings straight and up-right
and to allow draperies to draw
evenly, one hook should be us-
ed at each pleat.
Proper hook placement for
each heading height follows two
simple rules. With decorative
_rods, hooks should be attached
to allow the heading to cover
the carrier. With standard rods,
hooks should be attached to
make the heading level with




DEVELOPMENT OF A SMALL
CHILD "mothering is the single
most potent influence in emot-
. nal devel -pment of a baby.
The responsible person may not
be the child's mother — the
important fact is that the per-
son be affecticinate and trust-
worthy "Mothering" must be
warm, genuine and continuous.
The only language an infant
understands during the first
weeks of iife is his contact with
the person caring for him.
There is unspoken communi-
-potion between even a very
young baby and his mother
The baby's emotional state is
a reflection and continuation of
the mother's emotional state.
If the mother or person car-
ing for the baby is calm, relax-
Brownies present who will go
into Girl Scouts next year are
Jean Allbritten, Lori Brandon
Susan Campbell, Denise Curd
Lori Crass, Belinda Suiter, Mar
ilyn Howard, Lisa Hopkins, Tim
George, Susan White, Lisa Mor-
ton, Krill Ford, Patricia Hamil-
ton, Renee Jennings, Lisa Swift,
Janet Rowland, Share Toon, Ka
ten Jackson, Connie Smith, Su.
san Parker, Mary Ann Wheat-
ley, Dana Shipley, and Cathy
Three visitors were Cindy
Burt, Keith Allbritten, and Hol-
ly LaMasters. •
The Brownies on May 5 held
a picnic at the Girl Scout cabin
with Mrs Allbritten as the lead-
er, while Mrs Clifton Camp-
bell was ill.
-
ed and happy, the baby will
feel more content and secure.
Even a seemingly unimportant
thing as how the baby is held,
communidates specific impress-
ions to him A confident mo-
ther will cuddle her baby, han-
dle him firmly and talk to him
*soothingly.
Young mothers are not per-
fect and may go through a
learning period. All have their
frustrations, ups and downs, but
It is the parents more or less
permanent, consistent dispos-
ition that is communicated to
the baby. — 14.14 Irma- Hamil-
ton.
• •
BUYING A HOUSE TO RE-
MODEL — There are two points





The faculty and staff of the
Head Start program held open
house for the mothers and for
representatives of the Murray
Woman's Club on Thursday,
May 72, at 10 a.m.
As they arrived the guest,
visited the rooms where the
children's work was on di,.
play. They also had an opport-
unity to meet the children.
Refreshments were served in
the cafeteria. The table was
decorated with spring flowers
and a lovely punch bowl. Punch,
coffee and cookies were served
to the guests. Mrs. Artie Petty*
and Mrs. Carole Crouch poure
The hostesses were Mrs. (kr.
aid Ellison, Mrs. John Crouch,
Mrs. Artie Petty, Mrs. Linda
Duffy, Mrs. Raymelle Walls.
• • •
The Mongols sacked Baghdad
in 1258, killing an estimated
800,000 Arabs.
*
A pound of bacon contain.
about 3,000 calories.
* *
Henry Ford produced eight
modele of automobiles before
his famous model T in I (X)8.
to pick one whose basic style5
you like. There is no point,
economically or esthetically, in
trying to turn a Victorian hor.
ror into a ranch house or in-
sert window walls into a reic
of many years. Second, before
you start the purchase negot-
iations, you should know how
you are going to remodel and if
the changes you want are fea-
sible and economically worth •
while. — Mrs. Juanita Amonett
HAZEL CAFE
NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
6 a.m. to 10 p.m. 7 Days a Week






Asks your vote and support at
the polls May 27th. i;
NOTICE TO VIYFERS
In The Following _Precincts:
NO. I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, HARRIS GROVE, CLAYTONS CREEK,
AND CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGHWAY SCHOOL
MIMN
IMP
Be prepared to tell the Election Officer if you live in the
Graded School District or the Common School District.
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George Weller Crutcher of
Buchanan died Thursday at
11:10 a.m. at Murray Calloway
Hospital. He was 62.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 1 p.m. at LeDon
Chapel with Bro. Vernon Turner
and Bro. Harold Smothemian
officiating. Burial will be in
Bethel Cemetery. Ridgeway
Morticians will be in charge
all arrangements. The body Is
the funeral home.
He was born Nov. 2, 1911 the
son of the late Joe Crutcher and
Annie Wallace Cnitcher who
survives. He was married August
11,1991 to the former Jewel Hicks
and she survives. He was a
member of Point Pleasant
Baptist Church. He was a
member of Paris Lodge 101
FLAM. He had been owner and
• 
operator of Buchanan Store
since MO.
Survivors include, besides his
mother and wife, one daughter,
Mrs. Thomas (Kathy) Morris of
Toledo, Ill., and one sister, Mrs.
Leon Jarman of Tampa, Fla,
one brother Joe Brawls Crutoher
of Murray and two




Alas, 67, saved all his life to
buy .an 11-bedroom house on the
sea to Oh children from poor
homes a vacation.
a, "It's the happiest day of my
I. life," Aldis said as the first
contingent of 20 youngsters arr-
ived at the house that cost him
almost $20,000. .
• He .said 200 children will have
• •-asla.-dgihs at Ws new seaside home
: by the end of summer. A trust






Nixon and South. V4etnain
President Nguyen Va4 Thieu
(above) scheduled a)June 8
meeting on MI ay I land in
the Pacific to aolidate
Washington and Saigon po-
sitions on peace negotiations.
STARTS NEW LIFE
VIENNA UPI - Leonard Bern-
stein, after expressing four of
the "saddest" weeks of his life,
Is ready to "start a new life,"
he said Thursday. The American
conductor - composer said his
sadness stemmed from the death
of his father and his departure
as conductor of the New York
Philharmonic. Bernstein said he
was looking forward to work
with Vienna Philharmonic and
more time in which to compose.
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
ATIANTA UPI - The worst
round in the first day of the
AtLinta golf classic, a 1.2-over-
par 84, was turned in by Doral
Open champion Tommy Shaw who









Max A. Weaver, a City Council-
man for Ward A, asks your Sup-
port on May 27th, 1969.





(Continued Priam Pees One)
for your community spirit and






Election time is almost here
and the big is'stie seems to be
the school tax question.
I wish to state in the very
outset that I em not opposed to
the tax for education and um all
out for better schools. There
may be some question as to
whether central locations mean
better education for-our chil-
dren. 1 personally believe that
the best way to improve educa-
tion is to improve the quality of
teachers, no reflections on any
one intended. Neither does this
neceasarly mean more "De-
grees".
I suppose there will always
be some unanswered questions,
but here are a few some of us
would like to have answered
before Tuesday: If we under-.
stand correctly this extra tax to
be voted on is over and above
the limit of the law, (without a
vote of the people). This being
true, do the educators propose
to increase the tax each year as
much as the law will allow"
(Most systems are doing this).
According to one board mem-
ber in the paper, this extra tax
voted is all to be used for the
building of the two proposed
elementary school buildings. If
so, where is the money .coming
from for the high school and
the county part of the trade
sclioo17.
Would the fifteen cent tax
be removed once the buildings
are paid for?
It has been said that the chil-
dren would not have to be on
the buses any longer than at
present. With the added dis-
tance, the only way that this
could be accomplished is oy
more speed. If you want this,
try following the bus some time
on the highway.
It is said that the reason the
present buildings are in a bad
state of repair, (and some of
them are not so very old) is for
lack of money. Will not the new
buildings need to be maintain-
ed, or do they propose to just
let them go and then ask for
more new ones?
How many Superintendents






CANAS, France UPI - A film
the Soviet government rejected
as its official entry in the Cann-
es festival won the International
Film Critics Award Thursday
night. A French distributor bou-
ght the movie, "Andreoi Ron-
blev," and showed At here. Cri-
tics said the Soviets refused to
enter it because it dealt 'with




- The British army has enlisted
a kitten to guard against rats and







John W. Greene, Demo-,
ratic candidate for State
,Auditor in the May 27 Pri-
mary Election, has the en-
dorsement of all four Ken-
tuck y elected Democratic
officials in Frankfort: Lt.
(ov, Wendell H Ford, At-
t.,rney General John ftreck-
n ridge, State Treasurer
Thelma Stovall and State
Soperintendent of Public
Instruction Wendell Butler.
Greene has opened State
Headquarters in 'the South-





MAY 27, 1969, PRIMARY
2 Terms, Kentucky House of Representatives
• .4 the Mouse of Representatoyes 1956 60, Keniucky Gener°1 Acsymosly . rev-nrscmsttno Elhow and layover,. Csarnti•s. Seared on Edswarion, Pirghway and Countyand Stole Gor•rnerhent Committees
4 Years Administrative Assistant to Gov. Bert T. Combs
Served as spec.ol adm.,strah•• a onr to former 00.0.00? Sect T Combs,daI.•t at ha.son between the Concoct s office and county and coygo• wertuweem
4 Years Assittant Auditor
SerY•d four years at  Aud.tor or Pub1.c Acco.nts sett.), musketPorn quelr had w wataino orardoeh.cob knowledge and ye psrenerre• for Mrsoff.c• h• .s no w seek,a
1967 Democratic Candidate
It n-no thy Do,,o,Als• ,,erYtt,Itton I967. eY.Yr an untarr•ttr,,1 opaymenr WhoOgan rk ." M.. May 39 Promory In the Noy•rnber 1467 Generalflectron, he boil to h., Republ.can opponent .by Iest Mon one not, per Ill•ntutbywet...wt.-or lest rhor, 3 000 Yoh.,
POLICE CHM" TO GOT DEO -
graduation gown for her ty
—Elizabeth, NJ, as their
to receive a ba.e.t 'or's .eie1
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by United Press Intiernationel
Today is Saturday. May 24,
the 144th day of 1969 with 221
to follow.
The moon is in its first quar-
ter.
The morning stars are Saturn,
Venus and Mars.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
-01111-1626, the island of Man-
hattan was bought from the
Indians for the equivalent of
$24.
In 1844, Samuel Morse gent
the first public telegraph mes-
sage from Washington to Balti-
more.
In 1962, astronaut Malcolm
Scott Carpenter orbited the
earth three times.
In 1964, more than 300 per-
sms were killed and 500 injur-
ed during a riot at'a Peru•Ar
gentina soccer game in Lima.
A thought for the day -
Publilius Syrus said, "Learn to
see in another's calamity the
ills which you should avoid."
QUICK THINKING
wee'
• -SATURDAY MAY 24, 1989
LOWELL, Mass. UPI - John
Thompson, 28, of Lowell vise
driving south Thursdkrisodert
the Boston & Maine Railroad
bridge over Route 3 when he
spotted a northbound tractor-tr-
ailer truck about to collide with
the top of the bridge.
Thompson stopped his car, shut
off the engine and slid azoss
the seat and out the passeoget
door. The truck rammed t
bridge, flipped over, and flatten-
ed Thompson's car,
It was the 12th time in a year
PRIVACY IiROTECTED
•
_ ORPINGTON , England UPI -
British -nudists said they would
cold shoulder any peeping toms
hoping to crash their World Nat-
urist Congress.
Delegates will carry spectni
nudist passports and no oae else
will be admitted to the 50 acre
camp,
a trageriruck had struck the
brido., Neither .Thomoson nor
jhe truck deiver was injured.
WALLIS DRUG
WILL BE OPEN THIS' SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Wr KILL BE CLOSED . . .
From 11:00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. for Church Hour
Mary Byrnes adjusts
• T:lomas, police chief of





































FkAtin't S)IIKIkeKke. Inc. 2.4.
TTiuSser5 and hedge
• ;-if--1 ti.. be Aire that the
u ires and prongs are
LI
et(. hack yard playing
If equipment needs
c•, se's can be purchased
. retail dealer. Father should
the equipment .also for
,:.<=•'• bolts, worn chains;-or any
that may have become
rusted during the
STEPS UP AID
AIGON UPI = The Soviet lin-
k. sent more arms and othe
material to North Vietnam so
- ear than in the past
two years combined, Moscow






„hostess would like to 
brrig useful sugges,'-
tions and to








Question 1: Does the County Judge hold courts?
Answer: Yes. An impartial Judge is badly needed.
Question 2: If I should die where would my wife go to
get my will probated?
Answer: The County Judge. Be sure you have a Judge






3: What would happen if some mestiber:.of
your family were arrested and charged with
a crime?
If a good man is not Judge anything may
happen.
4: Should the County Judge set a good ex-
ample in all aspects of life?
ir •
The County Judge should 'be a cgiC-:d ex-
ample. He should have no o coming be-
fore him who doubts his inteirity.
WHO SHOULD BE THE
fiViT COUNTY, MEE?
. . an honest, educated man of god repurt who is
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THE LEDGES TIMES MUILKAT KKK
TWIN LAKES COONHUNTERS CLUB
• Hardin, Kentucky
WILD COON HUNT BENCH SHOW
UKC Licensed 
FRIDAY NIGHT, MAY 23 - WARM-UP
Registered and Grade Hunt Together
Entry Fee '5.00 10 Beautiful Trophies
Entry Close 7:00 p.m.
MAY 24 - OPEN DRAG RACE - Entry Fee '3.00
— •AN A.PL —
Bench Show Following Water Race
17 Trophies Breed and Show - Entry Fee 9.00
Treeing Contest 12:00 Noon
* EXT'RA LARGE TROPHY *
OPEN WATER RACE
ENTRY FEZ $300 * BEAUTIFUL TROPHIES
SAT. NIGHT, MAY 24, UKC 4icensed Nigist Hos*
stPTRY F $5.00 - .112111M111 00 P.M.
1 CHAMPION OF CHAMPION - 10
OUR CLUB HAS RESTOCKED COON FOR BETTER HUNTS
Pond built especially for Wateseeieseing - Plenty of Parking Space - Shade
All Around,:"Nrelsen Open At All Times - Fine Food
NOT REEIFO1SD3LE FOR ACCIDENT OR THEFT
LOCATION: TWO MILES EAST QF EIARDIN, AT.
SIGNS WILL BE POSTED
- Bass Fishing Is Good Statewide
.-FRANKTFORT, Ky. UPI - Black
bass fishing is fair to good in
most lakes, white bass results
at night are good, and bluegill
are hitting about everywhere,
the state Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources reported to-
clay.
The lake-by-Lake rundown:
Lake Cumberland - Lower sec-
t, ettite bass are geed att at 25 to 30 feet, fair catch-
es of croppie and rainbow trout
at night off deep banks; scattered
catches of black bass by casting
surface lures and fly fl.shing.
Upper sectica, crappie and white
bass fair at night off deep banks;
Air, catches of black boss on
intrtace lures and popping bugs.
Dale Hollow- Excellent white
*as at night at 25 to 30 feet;
fair crimple by still-fishing at
'night mostly, with some caught
in daylight hours.
Herrington Lake- Black base,
srltits bass and croppie all de-
.
scribed as good, the blacks on
surface lures and artificial war-
s, whites and crappie at night
mows.
Kentucky Lake - Main lake,
good bluegill catches by fly-fish-
ing and on worms are l'eported
but other fishing is slow. Blood
area, black bass are exce-
llent on surface lures and bass
buesn.b; yctreoppnkiseandverydropoffsgood ar. manouridy
catllsti are being takes. Below
the ion - Crappie good on cio-
jigs; bluegill good on crickets
sad catfish off bottom
ks131r; 
white   
ren Reservoir. hear,v s 
are fair 
Black bass
are good by casting surface lures
and artificial worms off shallow
bie
and late by trolling, bluegill are
fair on crickets.
Nolin Reservoir - Black bass
are good in timbered sloughs
on surface and medium deep
runners; bluegill fair to good in
all sections and scattered cropp-
ie in lower section of lake.
Lake Barkley - Black bass are
Mir by casting surface lures;
croppie fair around stichps; be-
low the dam, white bass and
croppie good on do-jigs; blue-
gill good on worms.
Dewey Lake - Black toss are
good on surface plugs; croppie
good on minnows around tree-
tops and bluegill good on worms
on bottom.
Guist reek - BluegW are good
on flies and crickets; black bass
'fair by casting.
The lakes are mostly clear
and stable with water tempera-









A Friend Of Conservation






NEW YORK (UPI) - Most
of the nation's pleasure craft
forced onto dry lead by winter's
chills are out of their cocoons
now, many already in the water.
The gritty sound of amid.
paper and the smell of paint
heavy on the spring air. V. eekend
boaters show up for their regular
Monday jobs with a tinge of
linement mixed with their shaving
lotion.
Ahead is a beautiful boating
season, and one way to keep
it fr4ecoming just a blurred
me to record it on fihn
from to finish.
The best opening scenes, of
course, are those fitting out
chores, then the launch, and
from there on the possibilities
are unlimited.
Which is better a still or
movie camera?
Many persons prefer movies tirocans were mode OW
but boating is one place where AT'TENTION COONER'S: MOW
still pictures Or color slides, so here Is a wiz  
especially when taken in really going 111 out, SrtriM
sequence, can do almost as good FREE. Now the fur really belt
a job of picturing action as are plans to play Caudal
movies, simply because boating ring your wires lad childree, LS& elbek
action is rarely continuous. Tickets iutil perchaegjera
-An adjustable casters that can the holder d "Oki
A e •
Hello Friends,
Well swing at the WOW * "Wad
eat the monied were not In. Mt IAN Ws" Ir Mow on!
many people deserve our II*" tra
then ole Nick craps op SIM Ile Me
God and you have been vox" 0100 WC
his chlIctree and Salm are
sorry about Ike. Watch It VW*
like bitter, crdcal, senility
boo DO
younguas. Now! It's said SA PO lea
snipers bullet or barmen*, WM he IMOSAless Wend Is.
TED ATKINS reports enough Isleesibst funs op ow
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' One thing to remember: water
reflects and intensifies sunlight
causing over-exposure unless pre-
cautions are taken.
be set action-stopping fast
shutter speeds is an asset. Stop-
ing the action overcomes - at
The more expensive cameras
are designed to set the correct
lens opening automatically. With-
out this type of camera, a light
meter to measure the intensity
•f the sunlight is a big help.
Lens filters-are also inexpensive
aids. They filter out certaivelight
rays and improv,e the contrast and
sharpness of photos. They Brent
always menially for color photo-
graphy, but help considerably
with black and white pictures.
The yellow filter (1(2) is the
most popular. it adds contrast
add sharpens the outline of clouds
in the sky. A red filter (A)
adds a toucb of drama to pictures.
An ultraviolet filter (UV) lessens
the bluish tint caused by water
and sky.
In addition to providing
 of the boat, its occupants
and memorable cruises that will
be enjoyed for yeai; to come.
there are several other instances
where a camera is helpful'. For
example:
.--Pictures are an aid in teach-
ing beginners boatmanship and
improving the boatman's own
techiques, especialh in racing.
--The Internal Revenue Service
accepts photographic evidence to
substantiate losses due to fire
theft, hurricane. etc. It also
allows a reasonable cost of taking
these supporting photographs as
part of a justifiable claim.
—Pictures of the boat and
such valuable equipment as corn,
pass, radio, depth finder. etc.,
help authorities track them down
ugh pawn shops, second-
hand dealers and fences, if they
stolen_
attend this one, if we bare to
In reach than we'll only wed Ss
ATTENTION GENE. KIRK:
you're doing step! The aftiell
our favorite band. You bait
31st. You *sal have muds 060
favorite song. What about *et
that he represents the ttew, k 1 le Mot Not
AOChim with proper dignity Ind t
over a knee and paddle him it es.sessrusre.
and meet us there. •.
Calloway Coaxers: There is
join us. You know bey much el
so stay home and spite us if yea
BILL ETRENTON: Don't you liSigkeglere with yew
See bow many yeti can push dolle AO be
you and ole Rattler. DOC AREETT ato shell love a tee
your bride If you don't shape up.
Good Morning, Mr. DEE. 1kii0 Ala 110 wittesee 1012 Can't stand Lee Club". Toe' 06-.1waswar. 7
language we understand best,
dos'MR. & MRS. BQN: Thank you tiorry we
appear more often but thin,jekl tit OW
thanks for people like you. I. gill Cbrtatisha are&
too plentiful!
SUSAN SCARBOROUGH .
talent, you confused it with
would hide his ignorance and Min
read my childrees slag. The
ably as a moral boaster. tag
time you will recognise them aolt
and stay as sweet as you are.
DR. HUGH HOINMIN. Oat Adm 4ftam.
curative powers unleashed by bla OaeW —rod*
1114 goOdhe could bottle & sell the lave, Milled
patients have for him he would , Mai Shlk.
he can probably' pay ease ix a Obit • I Ihifiespa.le swan fts.
MW wheelbarrow handle; Thank yfs.
DR. DONALD 111.1GITES is a *-. •sa int dial-he loves to fish also. He is
•I
not enough fishing time. Bassi 
P 
last year. Woulcb't yOu Imo*
out. Incidentally the 'nettall!
are very handsome - or *40 IN /At; In
Pardon us if we toasts lithe, but is Ws tortsnate Noe.
claim several M.H.S. 7th grade' iywispfliWs. he Meads.
with these fellows 41 girls glees We rtepeebie kit be teat
goings on. ATTENTION RAY LANE: You WWI to possess all
the qualities necessary to captivate
popularity Er wacesinrif 
404. G1004
of bird dogs or cam bdilletet
t I •
edacatioa is in the bag. 
F
.Yoe are ▪ A
young thing hill Wire pm In
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By United Press International
• Problems wfth lumpy gravy!
Mtx a little salt with flour to
prevent the lumps from forming.
• * *
When using a gelatin mold,
rub a small amount of cooking
oil or ntayonnalse on the inside.
The set gelatin will remove
easily.
*
Rub a bit of butter inside the
*bottle cap of tyrup or honey to
keep the lid from sticking.
• s •
•
For crisper cookies, cool
them on a sheet of brown paper.
• *
When you're handling any
chemical cleaning aids
potentially harmful to children,
keep them put of reach of tiny
fingers. And when you're
finisisaid, Mop. WIN mit of reach
too.
• - • • •
Whets orappirtg gifts, give
yourself ample room and a flai
surface on which to work.
• • •
If os• haw tba apace ir
which se stotti theta says
jewelry beuta aid the Wee lot
use later in dt wrapping. To
conserve spore, pot the smaller
ones inside the lane ones.
5
Worn pewilerpeas make
efficient eraseis lot a' child's
blackboatd. First, wash them
well is hot soap or detergent
suds. Then, wash them out again
when they become saturated
with chalk asst.
*
For a different appetizer,
stuff pitted fresh dates with
sharp cheddar clime.
5**
Store herbs arid spices in
tightly covered Jars and out of
bright light to preserve their
flavor.
Make a list to Taira** 
WHAT ARE YOU
I. I am convinced that every member of
a community has a responsibility to
contribute of himself ior d*csatinuni
and that this obltaation *fore
possible, be discharged frog. de***
work.
2. I feel I am quoi ifled by my pelt work
In government, business and With!.
strati to carry out die- *Inf.( •
council man.
;14111111011.1111 ****100110.~.-V-4. **"?..saisiSAitrA.
Tall LEDGES I TIMES — MURRAY, KgSTUCKY
• r‹,- .
-14041111AL *War Iii4101111i- -National Guardsmen cordon
off a street in Berkeley, Colt, while police rout the rem-
nants of 1.500 cEirsidents wile. held an illegal rally on the
prign-While Apollo 10 was busy at the Moon, Apollo 11,
hechded to land the ftret inert on the Moon in July, was
roiled atop the giant Saturn 'rocket toward its launching




ment that Baptist Chun+ lead-
ers went to legalise `liedno,"
a variation of bingo, to finance
their ministries is "sop. pure
and simple," an Amerieasi Bap-
tist clergyman claims.
Dr. Paul L Sturges, admin-
istrative head of the 280-rhurch
Massachusetts Baptist cornen-
lion. conceded that some con-
gregations might be "tempted"
to use the ganie for such pur-
poses. but added, churches and
churchmen in general scorn the
idea, believing that their_ own
mission should be financed
throve the direct giving of the
people, * *
Wsfter ,johruson of th
WARNIVECRI Senators set a reco
when he threw lour wild pit
Cites in one inning in a gam
on Sept. 21, 1914.
*
Striped shades help to %,-try
monotony of the average
boxlike apartment




*it ybgt,Vbitp:on May 27, 1969
lila Qualified
•
42, -4 • • •
- University of Caaftirsia', clunpaa l'eatgas and clubs were
used to disperse demodiftratoes holding ̀ funeral march" for
James Rector, injured fatally in ah 'tiler confrontation.
"CLEAN-IN"
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. UPI
Students at Springfield Techni
College told President Edm
T. Garvey they were taking ov
the administration building.
Garvey was nonplussed.
The students, about 40 in num
her, marched into the building
Wednesday night, and armed with
mops, brooms and scrub brushes
staged a "clesektn."
They said they would clean all
night. A student spokesman said
the "clean - in" at the 1,200 -
member campus was to support
the administrative policies o
the two-year-old school.




Diana Ross announced her laid
appearance with the Supreme'
was her "Hollywood Palace"
stint with the other two girls




Gordon Parks, director of "Thlt
Learning Tree;" was given at
honorary doctorate in humane
letters by Boston University. •
550
The 1911 New York Giants
hold the club record for the
most stolen bases in one season
with 347 in 154 games.
• still aftotter for hobby materials.
Safety Factss Trirs'c:lhehr: rinaige
Ln Decoratigi and top steps are painted a colorseer it ladidrails and bottom.different from the staircase.
. , 9
I • . di •••• •
• 6. ..1
9:41 nit P.Pqrite kb Illr' 4314:t1144114.' Pie '10. . 4 '''....4I''.;- 34" -
RedecOratTag.- the hen* this ' 'pit:oft-In'
NEW  YORK (UPI) -
*all as stopeirattre. - -4.. • • .
The Council on F Mily MIDDLETOWN, PA. (UPI) -
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tV -here got to the
lite
fugre,rleiw -
Reif and yelloe, eft lilt' • jr eistipr recent, with
attention getters. A. tea* ..: • ' „,. • 
liaisesyellow behind the tdis skit or
the medicine chest can alert 4:16the 4 
at the
tpuswere cancelled one day
family that medicines in that fof the planting of about 250
ection are to be takartitrebs, sr !Myatt thought up by
internally. paint the middle. Chit Student, Government
Asiotifttion after students andsection red and store MedicPses
faruhysapressed concern aboutfor external use alibi:we 4lievea'
Paint the back behind the the 'ellterile atmosphere" of the
bottom shelves a bright blue - ticnraillusn-
State provided specialand gore toiletries here_.
If shelves arid driftwiek inlitints ;for perchasing and
thildren's furniture sitp isointe6MIEPWWkilledii.trebesy. Equipment 
differentdifferent colors, niffluse isirris •




sn tleirso h vel'clutter which causes fers 11.N tinieo,
color could identify
books and games, uottera.loys: the la.o/tItigti.
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Vote For A Person Who Supports the
Democratic Party
\ 4,1 in kr.• I • ro-t, k
On next Tuesday the voters of Calloway
County will go to the polls to vote and select the
persons who will occupy offices in county govern-
ment for the next four years. It is my hope that
every eligible voter, unless providentially hind-
ered, will take the relatively little time and ef-
fort required to express their preference for
these offices — all of which are most important.
It is, of course, my hope that a majority of the
voters will select me to be your Sheriff for the
next four years; but whether or not this be true,
it is always my feeling that all of the people
should vote and participate in every election.
At this late hour, there is little that I
could or would want to say concerning my per-
sonal background, experience or qualifications
fos- the office of Sheriff that most of the vbt,ers
do not already know. Twelve years ago I was
honored by the voters of this county by being
elected Jailer, and I have an idea that the man-
ner in which I fulfilled that trust Is better evi-
dence of my attitude and attentiveness to a
public office than anything that I have or could
say. My attitude as Sheriff, if elected, will be
the same as it was while I was Jailer; that is, my
entire time and efforts will be devoted to the
proper conduct of all of the duties of the office.
If elected, I pledge to you that my deputies and
I will be available to the citizens of this county
seven days a week, twenty-four hours a day.
I would not wish to 1111111h this campaign
without publicly thanking every person with
whom my wife, my Children and I have spoken
concerning my candidacy for every act of kind-
ness and courtesy which has been extended to
us. I wish, also, o publicly express my apprecia-
tion for the proper and gentlemanly manner in
which my opponents have conducted their cam-
paigns. All of these gentlemen are nay friends
now, and they will continue to be after the votes
are counted.
I will genuinely appreciate the continued
support-of every person, and I again pledge to
you four years of my best efforts if you see fit
to elect me sheriff on next Tuesday.
Please take this as my personal plea for
your vote and influence.
Sincerely,













CITY OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY
• -1 AN ORDNANCE OF THE CITY
OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY, Alm'-
. :ORIZING THE CONSTRUCTION
edBY SAID CITY OF CERTAIN
'lleilDDITIJNS AND D1PROVEME-
eIITS TO THE EXSTING WATER.
1>etiffORKS SYSTEM OF SAID CITY;
NviAUTHORIZING AND PROVIDING
:-"FOR THE ESUANCE AND SALE
4431F ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY TH.
-'esCiUSAND DOLLARS ($180.000)
WRNCIPAL AMOUNT OF CITY
lif0F HAZEL WATERWORKS AND
s$EWER IMPROVEMENT AND
"...RV:WNW/a BONDS.
-.EON nYHE PURPOSE OF REFI.
.....NANCLNG AND REMINDING T.
OUTSTANDLNG C17Y OF HA-
•-ZEL WATER AND SEWER REV.
" -ENUE BONDS,DATFfisPTEM-
:ER 1, 1963, AND FOR THE
PURPOSE OF FINAEUTHE
COST (NOT OT E RO-
.VIDED) OF THR ESALD
CONSTRUCTION; S INC FO.
-,IRTH THE TERMS AND CON-
DITIONS UPON WHICH SAID BO.
▪ NDS MAY BE ISSUED AND btrr-
- nOTANDING; PROVIDING FOR
seTHE PAYMENT AND SECURITY
OF SAME; PROVIDING FOR THE
• RIGHTS OF THE HOLDERS OF
-SAID BONDS AND THE ENFOR.
"CEMENT THEREOF; AND PRO.
YIDING FOR AN ADVERTISED
RuBuc, COMPETITIVE SALi
- OrSilEr
WHERELS,' the City of Hazel,
Calloway County, Kentucky, is
a duly organized and incorporat-
e,: City of the sixth class pur-
suant to'Chapter 88 of the Ken-
tuncy Revised Statutes and as
,such; has the power and autho-
hrity to acquire, construct, main-
tain and operate a combined vra-
terworks and sewer system for
the purpose of furnishing water
and sewer aervice for domestic
commercial, and fire protection
"purposes and in that connection
to issue its negotiable Interest-
bearing regain bowls and pledge i
'to the Payment of said haggis
The Weenie and revenues of said
system; and
• WHEREAS, by Ordinancepass-
led and adopted on October 7,
1963, the Board of Trustees of
the City of Haul, Calloway Com. I
ty, Kentucky, ordained that the
tee existing municipal water-
'works system of the City and
the proposed new sewer system.„
,when coostructen, aim as said
:wkierworins system and sewer
stem might thereafter from
time to.time be extended and im-
In0VI*10tqte cOmbined and con
'scIpje as a municipal water-
and sewer system: and
WHEetnen, by said Ordinance
adopted on October 7, 1963, the
board of Trustees of said City
of Hazel authorized the issuance
of $83,000 of Water and Senor
Revenue Bonds, dated September
'I, 1963 (the "Bonds of 1963"), for
be purpose of defraying the cost,
a •not otherwise provided, of coo-
etructing a new sanitary sewer
_Zaystere for the City, winch Bonds
*ere thereafter sold at a public
sale and a portion of which is
now outstanding; and
• WHEREAS, the bondholders
are willing to surrender all out-
Etat-ding bonds of said Bonds of
1963 and the at:pertaining interest
ceupoes to the City upoopaymeat
to the said boncboltiers of the
face amount of the outstanding
Hoods of 1963 plus accrued inter-
est to date, without any reciemp-
, ;ion premium or prepaymnt 
penalty of any kind; and
WHEREAS, the 'Board of Trim-
teem of said City has determined
arid (foes hereby determine the
necessity, advantage and prac-
ticability of constructing additio-
as and improvements to the wan
trworks system of said City and
to finance the cost thereof, not
otherwise „provided,- and of re.
financing and refunding said out-
standing Bonds of 1963, by the
iseuance of revenue bonds secur-
ed by the income and revenues
to be derived from the operation
of said waterworks and sewer
system in accordance with Chap-
ter 58 of Kentucky Revised Stat.
uts, and
WHEREAS, under the provis-
ions of Chapter 58 oftheKentucky
Revised Statutes, said City is






EREFORE, IT IS HE-
REBYORDAINED-BY THE BOA-
RD CtF TRUSTEES OF THE CITY
OF HAZEL, CALLOWAY COUN-
TY, KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1, DEFINITIONS
As used in this Ordinance,
unless the context requires oth-
erwise:
A. The "City" refers to the
City of Hazel, Calloway County,
Kentucky.
B, "Board or "Board of Trus-
tees" means the Board of Trus-
tees of the City of Hazel, Callo-
way County, Kentucky.
C. "Project" or "Construc-
tion Project" means the add-
itions and improvements to the
t. waterworks portion of the exist-
ing Waterworks and Sewer Sys-
tem of the city of Hazel, which
• additions and improvements are
being financed by a portico of the
bonds herein authorized.
In "Waterworks System" me-
hamrifid waterworks portion of
-
the Water-works and Sewer Sy-
stem of the City of Ham&
E. The term "system" refers
to the waterworks and sewer
system of said City, sniel sys-
tem has heretofore tem cosablo•
ed and consolidated as a sktgle,
revenue producing, public pro.
lect.
F. The "Hoods" wens My
of the teed, et ibe oral aver
orised issue Of $180,000, Ned&
cally authorized by this °rap.
&We,
G. "Hoods of 1963" means the
City of Hazel Water and Sewer
Revenue Bonds, Dated Septem-
ber 1, 1963.
H. "Panty wens- means we-
ds issued in the future, in addition
to the $180,000 of Bonds herein
specifically authorized, which
bonds issued in the future will,
pursuant to the provisions of
this Ordinance, rank on a basis
of parity with said $180,000 of
Bonds, as to priority, security
and source of payment, and does
not mean toads which will rank
inferior to the security and sour-
ce of said $180,000 of Bonds.
I. "Fully Registered Bond"
shall ceder to a single or a series
of negotiable Bonds (subject to
the transfer provisions) payable
to the registered holder (if such
purser shall elect to take the
Bonds so purchased in the form
of a Fully Registered Bond), of
the form set out in this Ordinance
the title "(FORM OF FUL-
LY REGISTERED BOND)",
J. "Engineer" or "Enginee-
rs" means the Engineers or any
one of them, who prepared the
plans and specifications for the
construction of said project and
who will supervise the construct-
ion thereof, and shall be deemed
to refer to the ftrm of Florence
and Hutcheson, Inc., Consulting
Engineers, P. 0. Box 1443, Padu-
cah, Kentucky 42001, or a mem-
ber of said firm, or their suc
ssors or successor.
In "Independent Consulting En-
gineer" refers to an Independent
Consulting Engineer or firm of
Engineers of recognized excell-
ent reputation in the field of
waterworks and sewer system
engineering, and such definition
includes the Engineersnamed
above.
L. "Beginning month" means
the wit) following the month
in viiti ihepro)ect is congested,
as certified by the Engineers.
14, "Payor tank" or "paying
agent" or "depository bank" me.
ans the bank at which the prin-
cipal of and interest on the bonds
herein authorized will be payable
and iittcfr shall serve as the
detstisildrfnf all of the 'eariOnst
fun& created or referred to in
this Ordinance, which tank is
the Dees Bank of Hazel, Hazel,
Kentucky, or its successor.
N. "Alternate payor bank" me-
the alternate baniadesignated
as the alternate payor of the
bonds, which designation may
be made by the successful pur-
chaser of the Bonds: Such bank
must be situated in Louisville,
Kentucky, and be an incorporated
State Bank or National Banking
Association which is a member
of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation.
0, "FHA" means the Farmers
Home Administration of the De-
partment of Agriculture of the
United States Government,
P "Original  purchaser"  mea-
ns the agency, person, firm or
firms to whom the $180,000 of
Bonds herein authorized are aw-
arded at the public sale of the
Bonds, or their successors, and
such definition shall include the
FHA if it is the original pur-
chaser of any of the Bonds at
said public sale.
Q. "U. S. obligations" means
bonds or notes which are the
direct obligations of the United
States of America, or obligations
the principal of and interest on
which are guaranteed by the Unit-
ed States of America.
R. The words "Bond," "own-
er," "holder," and "person"
shall include the plural as well
as the singular number unless
the context shall otherwise in-
dicate. The term "bondholder"
means and contemplates, unless
the context otherwise indicates,
the holders of the Bonds and or
coupons at the time issued and
outstanding hereunder, or any
of them, and shall be cleaned
to include the registered bolder
of a Fully Registered Bond pro-
vided for herein.
S. "FDIC" refers to the Fed-




The City shall construct addit-
ions and improvements to the
waterworks and sewer system
referred to in thepreamble here-
to which is generally descr Med in
the plans, specifications and re-
port prepared by Florence and
Hutdieson, Inc., Consulting En-
gineers, Paducah, Kentucky, now
on file with the Clerk of the
City, and shall operate said sy-
stem as a revenue - producing
project under Chapter 58 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes.
SECTION 3, DECLARATION
OF PERIOD OF USEFULNESS.
The board of Trustees hereby
declares that the period of Use-
fulness' of the aforesaid water-
works and sewer system is more
.1•••
T H E LIDOS* it TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
than forty (40) years from the
date of completion thereof.
SECTION 4, AUTHORIZATION
OF BONDS,
it has Itereledore deter-
mined that 11Wide, Nil (1st at
Rin10111, et sill It=
olliet providedlb
grethoinary eqmses, land and
r$Wila afighmoring o-
pen% eiptlefted Mend
eleilitimetlee, legal eel ad-
vaiallettellve milk publication
costs sad altilidieetel expeuse.
and of the rldhellielli and vi-
fundkie of said odeteadleg Bode
of 1983, will be sot eacceeding
One Haodred Eighty Timemmd
Dollars ($180,000), sod k sec-
essary that the City Lone $1110,-
000 ell Its Waterworks and Sever
Improvement and Refunding Rev-
enue Bonds of 1469. Accordingly,
for the Fewl:o5e of financing the
cost (not otheririseprovided) of
the aforesaid construction and
refinancing and refunding said
outseuxiing Bonds of 1963, under
the provisions of Chapter 58
of the Kentucky Revised Statutes,
there are hereby authorized to
be issued and sold One Hundred
Eighty Thousand Dollars ($160,-
000) principal amount of "City
of Hazel Waterworks and Sewer
improvement and Refunding Re-
venue Bonds of 1969." All of
Said Bonds shall be dated as
of the date of delivery to the
purchaser thereof, shall bear
interest from such date at a
rate not exceeding four and three-
fourths percent (4 3,'; percent)
per annum, as may be fixed by
supplemental ordinance as a re-
sult of the advertised sale and
competitive bidding for such Boo-
ds, as hereinafter provided, and
shall be issued and delivered
either according to the "Form
of Coupon Bond" (registrable
as to principal), as prescribed
In Section 8A hereof, or accord-
ing to the form of "Fully Re-
gistered Bond," as prescribed
in Section 8.13 hereof.
Interest shall be payable ann.e
welly on January 1 of each year,
provided that the first interest
payment period will cover inter-
est only from the date of delivery
of the Bonds to the ensuing Jan-
uary I, The amount of interest
due co the coupons maturing on
January 1, 1910, which =cons
shall be membered "Coupes No,
1," shall be 'left blank and when
the date of .delivery of the Bonds
is set, the Treasurer of the
City shall compute the amotmt
of interest due on the coupons
maturing on January 1, 1970, 1
and shall, prior to the date of
delfeery, fill is such amount
oh WE, of such coupoletteinber-
ed "Coupon No. 1" naturist on
Jewelry 1, 1970, Principal of said
Bonds shall mature on January 1
of each of the respective years
of maturing. The purchaser(s)
of said Bonds at the public sale
shall have the right to elect
that such Bonds be issued in the
denominations of from $1,000 to
$10,000, or any combination of
same consistent with the sche-
dule of maturities, and may also
elect that such Bonds so pur-
chased be issued to such pur-
chaser(s) in the form of a "Fully
Registered Bond," as the pur-
chaser may determine, The Bon-
ds shall be numbered from I coo-
secutively upwards in order of
maturity, each Bond of a denom-
ination of more than $1,000 to
bear serial numbers represent-
ing each one thousand dollars
of principal amount of said Bon-
ds. Subject to Mat right of the
purchaser, the numbering and
principal maturities of said Bon-
ds shall be as follows:
Maturity, Principal Numbering
January 1, Maturities (Inclusive)
1970 $ 1,000 1





























2000 6,000 96-101inn 
8,000 102-109
I002 8,000 110-117
• 2003 8,000 118-125






SECTION 5. PLACE OF PAY-
MENT AND MANNER OF EX-
ECUTION.
The principal and interest of
Coupon Bonds shall be payable
at the payor bank, or at the option
of the holder, at an alternate
payor bank situatedin
Kentucky, which may be designat-
ed by the purchaser et the Hoods
at the public sale, in mill Inds
U are at that time legal wader
for the satisfaction of debts doe
to the United States of America.
Said Coupon Bonds shall be OW
ecuted on behalf of said City
by being signed manually by
Chairman of the Board of
tees, with the Corporate Seal
the City affixed thereto, and el**.
sted by the manual signature of
the Clerk of said City, and
Interest coupons attached to said
Bonds shall be executed with the
duly authorized reproduced fac-
simile signatures of said Chair
man and said Clerk; and said
officials, by the execution of
appropriate certifications, shall
adopt as and for their own proper
signatures their respective fac-
simile signatures on said cou-
pons. "II
Both principal and interest of
a Fully Registered Bond shall
be payable at the place and in
the manner set out in the form
of such Fully Registered Hood
prescribed in Section 8 B below,
Such Fully Registered Bond shall
be executed on behalf of said City
by being signed manually by the
Chairman of the Board of Trus-
tees, with the Corporate Seal
of the City affixed thereto, and
attested by the manual signa-
ture of the Clerk of said City.
If any of the officers
signatures appear on the Bonds
cease to be such officers before
delivery of the Boons, such sig-
natures shall nevertheless be
valid for all purposes the same
as if such officers had remained
in office until delivery,
SECTION 6. BONDS PAYABLE
OUT OF GROSS REVENUES:
AU of said Bonds, together
with the interest thereon, end
any additiooal parity bonds that
may be issued under the coodti.
ions and restrictions hereinafter
set forth, shall be payable solely
out of the gross revenues of the
system.
SECTION 7, PROVISIONS AS
TO REGISTRATION OF COUPON
BONDS AND PRIOR REDEMP-
TION.
All Coupon Bonds issued here-
ander shall be fully negotiable,
bet upon presentation of any of
said Bonds at the office of the
Clerk of the City, as Bond Reg-
istrar, Coupon Bonds may be
registered as to principal in
the name(s) of the holder(s) the
reof in accordance with and nab-
iect to the registration provisio.!
, terms and conditions weeds.
ed th4acogpoe Bond For set
put. in Seigion ØA below.
All Coupon Bonds naattuarg
prior to January 1, 1981, ia.L1
be non-callable, and correspond.
ing installments of Principal in
the case of Bonds in Fatly Regis-
tered Form shall not be subject
to prepayment. Coupon Hoods
of said authorized issue maturing
on and after January 1, 1981, and
corresponding installments on
prbiapal in the case of Bonds
In Fully Registered Farm, shall
be subject to redemption or pre-
payment by said City, as a whole
or from time to time in part,
in inverse numerical order, on
any interest payment date falling
1312 and after January 1,1960, woo
terms of par plus accrued inter-
est, without 4ny redemptioa pre-
m turn.
In the case of Hoods issued
hereunder in capon form or
registered form of denominatio-
ns greater than $1000, if less
than all of the Bonds issued
hereunder then outstanding are
to be called for redemption, then
for all purposes in connection
with redemption, each $1,000 of
face value Inn be treated As
though it was a separate Bond of
the denomination of $1,000 bear-
ing one of the numbers borne by
such coupon Bond or registered
Bond. Such outstanding Bonds
called for redemption sball be
redeemed in inverse numerical
order. If it Is determined that
one or more, but not all of the
$1,000 units of face value rep-
resented by any Bond issued
hereunder in coupon form or
registered form is to be called
for redemption, then upon notice
of intuition to redeem such $1,000
unit or units, the holder of such
coupon Bcind or registered Bond
shall forthwith surrender such
Bond to the Treasurer of the
City (I) for payment of the re-
demption price (slid interest to
the date fixed for redemption)
of the $1,000 unit or units of
face value called for redemption
and (2) exchange for a new Bond
or Bonds of the aggregate prin-
cipal amount of the unredeemed
balance of the principal amount
of such coven Bond or register-
ed Bead and such new Bond or
Bonds shall be numbered corr-
esponding to the numbers of the
$1,000 unite of face value not
called for redemption. New Bon-
ds representing the unredeemed
balance of the principal amount
of such coupon Bond or register-
ed Bond shall be issued to the
registered holder thereof, with-
out charge therefor. 11 the holder
of any such Bond issued here-
under in coupon form or regis-
tered form of a denominatiou gre-
ater than $1,000 shall fail to pr
sent such Bond to the Treasurer
of the titlier payment and ex-
e-
11.
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change as aforesaid, such Bond
shall, nevertheless , become due
and payable on the date fixed
for redemption to the extent of
the $1,000 unit or units of face
value called for redemption (and
to that extent only); interest shall
cease to accrue on the portion
of the principal amount of sudi
Bond represented by such $1,000
unit or units of face value on
and after the date fixed tor re-
demption, and (funds sufficient
for the payment of the redem-
ption price having been allocated,
and being available for the re-
demption of said units on the
date fixed for redemption) such
Bond shall not be entitled to
the benefit or security of this
Ordinance to the extent of the
portion of its principal amount
(and accrued interest thereon
to the date fixed for redemption)
represented by such $1,000 unit
or units of face value, nor shall
new Bonds be thereafter issued
corresponding to said unit or
units.
Notice of such redemption sha-
11 be given at least one time not
less than thirty days prior to
the redemption date by publicat-
ion in a financial newspaper or
journal of general circulation
among bond issue purchasers
published in the English lang-
uage in New York City, New
York, and in a newspaper of
general circulation throughout
Keitucky, and shall be given by
registered mail to the registered
holder(s) at least thirty days
prior to the date fixed for re-
demption. All of said Bonds as
tc which said City reserves and
exercises the right of redem-
ption and as to which notice
as aforesaid shall have been
given, and Tor the retirement
of which, upon the terms afore-
said, fends are duly provided,
will cease to bear interest on
the redemption date. Notice of
such redemption may be waived
with the written consent of the
bolder(s) of the Bonds so called
for redemption.
SECTION 8, BOND FORMS,
The forms of said Coupon Bon-
ds arid of said Ftitiy Registered
Bond, respectively, shall be as
follows:
A, COUPON BONDS.
Said Coupon Bonds and the
Interest commas appertaining th-
ereto shall be in substantially the ;
following form, with appropriate
Insertions, omissions and varia- ;
bons consistent with or as pro-
r.ded or permitted in this Or-
FORM OFCOUPONBOND)










, KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
PRESENTS:
That the City of Hazel, Ken-
todcy, acting by and through Hi
Board of Trustees, as its govero-
lag body, for value received,
hereby promises to pay to the
bearer, or if this Bond be regis-
tered, to the registered holder
hereof, as hereinafter provided,
solely from the special fund he-
reinafter identified, the sum of
THOUSA.ND DOLLARS
on the first day of January, 19-
and likewise from said Special
fund to pay interest on said sum
from the date hereof until pay-
ment of prineapal in full, at the
rate of  percent
percent) per annum,
payable annually on the first day
of January in each year hereafter
until said sum is paid, except as
Me provisions hereinafter set fo-
rth with respect to prior redemp.
tion may be and become applicab-
le hereto, such interest as may
accrue on and prior to the mat-
urity of this Bond to be paid
upon presentation and surrender
of the annexed interest coupons
as the same severally mature,
both principal and interest being
payable, without deduction for
exchange or collection charges,
In lawful money of the United
States of America, at the Dees
 of Hazel, Hazel, Kentucky
(or at the option of the holder
hereof, at the Bank,
Louisville, Kentucky).
This Bond is ose of a duly
authorized issue of Bonds in
the total principal amount of
One Hundred Eighty Thousand
Dollars ($180,000) , issued by
the City pursuant to a duly adopt-
ed Bond Ordinance of said City,
for the purpose of financing the
cost (not otherwise provided) of
the construction of additions and
improvements to the waterworks
portion of the waterworks and
sewer system of the City and
refinancing and refunding the Ci-
ty's outstanding Water and Sewer
Revenue Bonds, Dated Septena-
r, 1963. This Bond is issued
•der and in full compliance
lb the Constitution and Statutes
f the Commonwealth of Kentue.
including Chapter 58 of the
sneepiene Revised Statutes. .
This Bond, and the issue of
which it is one, with the interest
thereon, are payable from and
secured by a pledge of the gross
Income and revenues to be de-
rived from the operation of said
system, a sufficient portion of
which gross revenues has been
ordered set aside as a special
fund and plected for that purpose
and identified as the "City of
Hazel Waterworks and Sewer Bo-
nd and Interest Sinking Fund of
1969." This Bond and the issue
of which it forms a part do not
In any manner constitute an in-
debtedness of said City within
the meaning of the Statutes and
Constitution of Kentucky, and sa-
id City is not and shall not be
obligated to pay this Bond or the
Interest hereon except from said
special fund. Said City, acting
by and through its Board of
Trustees, covenants that it will
fix and revise such rates and cha-
rges for the services and faciliti-
es of said system and collect
and account for the income and
revenues therefrom to pay prom-
ptly the principal of and interest
on this Bond and the issue of
which it is one as the same
become due and to pay when
due all costs and expenses of
operating and maintaining said
system
This Bond and the coupons
appertaining hereto are fully neg-
otiable and shall pass by deliv-
ery, but this Bond may be regis-
feted sIbprind1lnlhe name
of the holder on the books of the
Clerk of the City, which regis-
tration shall be noted on the back
hereof by said Clerk, after which
no transfer hereof shall be valid
unless made on said books and
similarly noted on the back here-
of; but this • Bond -may be dis-
charged from registration and
restored to full negotiability by
being in like manner registered
to bearer, after which this Bond
shall again be fully negotiable
and transferable by delivery, but
same may again from time to
time be registered as aforesaid.
Such registration, however, shallCITY OF
not affect the negotiability of the
intereSt coupons, which shall al-
ways remain payable to bearer
and transferable by delivery me-
rely. The City, the Registrar
and the payor bank or banks
may deem and treat the bearer
of this Bond, if not registered
as to principal, and the bearer
of any coupons hereto appertain-
ing, whether or not this Bond be
so registered, or if this Bond be
registered, as herein authorized,
the person in whose name the sa-
me is registered, as theabsolute
owner for the purpose of receiv-
ing payment and for all other
purposes.Bonds of this authorized issue
maturing prior to January1,1981,
shall not be subject to redemption
Prior to maturity. Bonds of this
authorized issue maturing on and
after January 1, 1981 shall be sub-
ject to redemption by said City
prior to maturity, as a whole
or from time to time in part,
in inverse numerical order, on
any interest payment date falling
on or after January 1, 1980, upon
payment by the City of the face
amount of the Bonds so redeem-
ed, plus accrued interest to the
redemption date without any re-
demption premium.
Notice of such redemption shall
be given at least one time not
less than thirty (30) days prior
to the redemption date by pub-
lication in a financial newspaper
or journal of general circulation
among bond issue purchasers
published in the English language
In New York City,-New York,
and in a newspaper of general
circulation throughout Kentucky,
and shall be given by registered
mail flu the registered holder(s)
at least thirty (30) days prior
to the date fixed for redemption.
All of said Bonds as to which
said City reserves and exercises
the right of redemption and as
to which notice as aforesaid shall
have been given, and for the re-
tirement of which, upon the ter-
ms aforesaid, funds are duly
provided, will cease to bear in-
terest on the redemption date.
Notice of such redemption may
be waived with the written coo-
sent of the holder(s) of the Bo-
nd(s) so called for redemption.
Upon default in the payment
of principal of or interest on this
Bond or any other Bond of the
Issue of which it forms a part
or upon failure by said City to
comply with any other provisions
of this Bond or with the provisio-








in the Commonwealth of
Keinttuts hckye.
reby certified, recited
and declared that all acts, con-
ditions and things required to
exist, happen and be performed
precedent to and in the issuance
of this Bond do exist, have happ-
ened and have been performed
In due time, form and manner
as required by law and that the
total authorized amount of Bonds
of the 'issue of Which this Bond
forms a part does riot exceed
any limit prescribed by the Con-
stitution or Statutes of the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,- said




Calloway, in the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, by Its Board of
Trustees has caused this Bond
to be signed by its Chairman,
Its Corporate Seal to be here-
unto affixed, and attested by its
Clerk, and the coupons hereto
attached to be executed with the
duly authorized reproduced fac-
simile signatures of said Chair-
man and said Clerk, which offic-
ials, by the execution of this Bo-
nd, hereby adopt said respective
facsimile signatures on said Co-
upons LS their duly authorized
signatures, all as of the date
of thinBond, which is
CITY OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY
By 





COUPON NO. $- - --
On the first day of- - - , 19-- ,
Unless the Bond to which this
Coupon appertains is redeemable
and accordingly shall have been
theretofore called for prior re-
dempticei and payment of the re-
demption price duly made or
provided for,
The City of Hazel, Kentucky,
pay -3/45- the- beirer -hereof;
out of its "City of Hazel Water-
works and Sewer Bond and In-
terest Sinking Fund of 1969,"
with deduction for exchange
or collection charges, at the
Dees Bank of Hazel, Hazel; Ken-
tucky (or at the option of the
bolder, at the 
Bank, Louisville, Kentucky), as
provided in and being interest
then due on its City of Hazel
Waterworks and Sewer Improve-
ment and Refunding Revenue Be--
nd of 1969, 'lumbered----.
HAZEL, KENTUCKY
By (Facsimile Signature)
















B. FULLY REGISTERED BOND,
Said Fully Registered Bond
referred to herein shall be in
substantially the following form,
with appropriate insertions, om-
issions and variations consistent














KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE
PRESENTS:
That the City of Hazel, Kentuc-
ky, acting by and through its
Board of Trustees, as its govern-
ing body, for value received,
hereby promises to pay to the
registered holder hereof, as he-
reinafter provided, solely from
the special fund hereinafter iden-
tified , the sum of 
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($--
000) on the first day of January,




(Here the printer will 'print
the maturities of all of the Bonds
purchased by the individual pur-
chaser (registered holder) and
which the purchaser has elected
to take in Fully Registered
Form.)
without deduction for exchange
or collection charges, in such
coin or currency of the United
States of America as at the time
of payment shall be legal tender
for the payment of debts due the
United States of America, and
in like manner, solely from said
special fund, to pay interest on
the balance of said principal
sum from time to time remain-
ing unpaid, in like coin or curr-
ency, at the rateof- - - percent
per annum, annually on the first
day of January in each year
hereafter until said sum is paid,
except as the provisions herein-
after set forth with respect to
prepayment may be and beam0
applicable hereto, both principal
and interest being payable, with-
out deduction for exchange or
collection charges, in lawful mo-
ney of the United States ofAmer-
Ica, to the registered holder
hereof at the address shown on
Cllit.the registrationbooks of the
This Bond is one of a del
authorized issue of Bonds in In
total principal amount of One
Hundred Eighty Thousand Doll-
ars ($180,000), issued by the City
pursuant to a duly adopted Bond
Ordinance of said City, for the
purpose ,of financing the cost
(not otherwise provided) of the
construction of additions and im-
provements to the waterworks
portion of the waterworks anok
sewer system of the City and,
refinancing and refunding the Ci-
ty's outstanding Water andSewer
Revenue Bonds, DatedSeptember
1, 1963, This Bond is issued under
and in full compliance with the
Constitution and Statutes of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, in-
cluding Chapter 58 of the Ken-
tucky Revised Statutes. -
This Bond with the interest.
thereon, is payable from an
secured by a pledge of the gross
income and revenues to be de-
rived from the operation of said
system, a sufficient portion of
which gross revenues has been
ordered set aside' at a special
fund and pledged hr 'Tat purpose
and identified as the "City of Ha-
zel Waterworks and Sewer Bond
and Interest Sinking Fund off
1969." This Bond does not in any
manner constitute indebtedness
of said City within the meaning
of the Statutes and Gonetituticm
of Kentucky, and said City is not
and shall not be obligated to pay
this Bond or the interest hereon
except from said special fund.
Said City, acting by and through
Its Board of Trustees, covenants
that it will fix and revise such.
rates and charges for the ser-
vices and facilities of said sy-
stem and collect and account
for the income and revenues
therefrom to pay promptly the
principal of and interest on this
Bond as the same becomes due
and to pay when due all costs
and expenses of operating and
maintaining said system. -
This Bond shall be registered
as to principal and interest in the
name of the holder hereof, after
which it shall be transferable
only upon presentation to the
Clerk of the City as the bond
Registrar, with a written trans-
fer duly acknolvledged by the
registered holder or his duly
authorised Mfte. urf learn trans-
fer shall be noted upon this Bond
and upon the books of the City
kept for that purpose.
As provided in said Bond Or.
dinance, this Bond is exchange-
able at the expense of the regfle
tered holder hereof at any time,
upon ninety (90) days written
notice, at the request of such
registered holder and upon sure
ender of this Bond to the City
at the office of the City Clerk
in Hazel, Calloway County, Ken- •
tucky, for negotiable Coupon Bon-
ds, payable to bearer registrab-
le as to principal only, in single
denominations of One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000) to Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000) (in multiples
of $1,000), at the election of the
holder as long as the selected
denominatiot(s) are consistent
with the maturities hereof, in an
aggregate principal amount equal ' •
to and maturing in conformity
with the unpaid principal amount
of this Bond, and in the form of
such Coupon Bonds as provided.
In said Bond Ordinance, with
annual coupons annexed repre.
senting the accrual of interest
corresponding to the rate herein
provided,
The City, at its option, shall
have the right to prepay, on any
Interest payment date on and aft-
er January 1, 1980, in the inverse
numerical order of the install-
ments due on this Bond (and in
the inverse numerical order of
maturities due on the principal
of Bonds of the issue of which
this Bond is one), the entire
principal amount of (said Bonds
or of) this Bond then remaining
unpaid, or such lesser portion
thereof, in multiples of One Th-
ousand Dollars ($1,000) as the
City may determine, at a Mace
In an amount equivalent to the
principal amount to be prepaid
plus accrued interest to the date
of prepayment, without any re-
demption premium. Notice of su-
ch redemption shall be given
by registered mail to the regis-
tered holder of this Bond or his
assignee, at least thirty days
;30) prior to the date fixed for
redemption. Notice of such pre.
payment may be waived with the
written consent of the registered
houldpoernofdethfaisulBod.t nin  the
payment
of any principal of or Interest
payment on this Bond (or on any
other Bond of the issue of which
It forms a part) or upon failure
by the City to comply with any
other provisions of this Bond
or with the provisions of the
Bond Ordinance, the registered
holder may, at his option, in-
stitute all rights and-remedies
provided by law or by said Or-
dinance;
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• taxation III be Cmitinonwealth
of Kentucky. ,
It is bitebp airlifted, recited
and declared Sat all acts, coo.
ditions and this rewired
exist, happen albil be
precedent to sad
of this Bond 6, exist, hale
seed and have been
in dee lime, tem ad same
as required by law and
ee the face amount of this
(total authorized amount of Bo-
nds of the issue Of which this
Bond forms a part) does
exceed Limit prescribed by
the or Statutes of
the Ceswenwealth of Kentucky.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
City of Hazel, in the County o
Calloway, in the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, by its Board oft eys in excess of the amount
insured by the FDIC in the sup-
ervised tank account shall be
secured by the depository bank
In accordance with U. S. Treas-
ury Department Circular No.176.
The Treasurer shall execute a
fidelity bond in the amount of not
less than $20,000, with a surety
company approved by the Farm-
ers Home Administration of the
United States Department of Ag-
riculture so long as it is the
holder of any of the Bonds, and
the FHA (sometimes called Gov-
ernment) and the City shall be
named co-obligees in such surety
bond, and the amount thereof shall
not be reduced without the written
consent of the FBA. The pro-
ceeds of the Bonds shall be appli-
ed as follows:
A, Simultaneously with the de-
livery of the Bonds, a sufficient
portion of the proceeds thereof
shall be paid to the holders of
the City of Hazel Water and Sew-
er Revenue Bonds, Dated Septem-
ber 1, 1963, in full retirement
and redemption of all of the
outstanding Bonds of 1963, to-
gether with all appertaining in-
terest coupons thereon, upon su-
ch procedure as shall be deemed
appropriate by the officers of
the City, the Counsel for the City
and the County Supervisor of the
FHA of the Government. Upon
such ymnt,,pg nuidei_a 11
outstanding Bonds of 196 ,
and interest coupons shall be
cancelled and destrbyed.
B. The sum of $8,500.00 of
said Bond proceeds shall be imm-
ediately deposited in the Sinking
# Trustees, has caused this
to be executed by its Chairman,
its corporate seal to be hereunto
affixed, and attested by its Clerk,
ln the date of this Bond, which is
CITY OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY
By






O This Bond shall be registered
on the books of the City kept for
that purpose by the Clerk of the
City, as Bond Registrar, upon
presentation hereof to said Cle-
rk, which shall make notation
of such registration in the re-
tistration blank, and this Bond
may meretufer no transferred
only upon written transfer ac-
knowledged by the registered ho-
• Icier or his attorney, such trans-















corresponding to the rate(s) of
the BotaKs) exchanged therefor.
Coupon Bonds shall be so issued
and substituted only for and upon
surrender to the City of the
carresponcthig Fully Registered
3011(s), which shall then Immo-
dellely be cancelled by the Tre-
asurer of the City.
SECTION 10, THE CONSTRUC-
TION ACCOUNT,
The Treasurer of the City
shall be the custodian of all
funds belonging to and associat-
ed with the waterworks and sewer
system, and such funds shall be
deposited in the Dees Bank of
Hazel, Hazel, Kentucky,( the "de-
pository hank") which bank is a
member of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation. All mon-
Fund hereinafter created to pro-
• vide for capitalized interest pe-
nding the completion of the coo-
•  struction.
• , -The balance of such pro-
• •  coeds shall be deposited in the
• • "City of Hazel Waterworks and• 
Sewer Improvement Coentelleti-
on Account of 1969" which tie
be established as a supervised
bank account if the Governnient
Is the purchaser of any of the
Bonds, and such proceeds shall
be withdrawn only on checks sign-
ed by the Treasurer of the City
and countersigned by the County
Supervisor of the FHA of the
Government.
u ?roceeds shall be withdra-
wn On the orders of the Board of terest requirements on the Bon-
Trustees only for the purposes ds in order that there shall be
for which said Bonds were issulestablished within ten years a
ed. reserve equal to said average
E. When the project has been annual principal and interest re-
acquired, constructed and com- quirements, after which no fur-
pleted and all acquisition and ther deposits need be made into
construction costs havebeen paid such Fund except to replace with-
in full, as certified by the E drawals. In addition to such mon-
eers for the City, any balance thiy transfers from the Revenue
then remaining in the Construct- Fund, there shall be deposited
Ion Account shall be transfer in said Reserve Fund all pro-
to the Sinking Fund, whereupon
said Construction Account shall
be closed. •
SECTION 11. CREATION OF
FUNDS.
The City covenants that be-
ginning with the date of delivery
of the Bonds authorized herein,
and 90 long as any of said Bonds
and any additional parity bonds
are issued and outstanding, all
of the income and revenues of
said system shall be deposited
to the credit of a separate and
special account designated as the
"City of Hazel Waterworks and
Sewer Revenue Fund of 1969,"
hereby created, hereinafter re-
ferred to as the "Revenue Fund,"
which shall be maintained at the
Depository Bank named above,
and said Fund shall be main-
tained and preserved so long
as any of the Bonds are out-
standing. The Revenue Fund shall
then be expended, used and appor-
tioned by the Treasurer of the
City, as follows:
A. Sinking Fund. There shall
be transferred in each month
from the Revenue Fund, and de-
posited in the "City of Hazel
Waterworks and Sewer Bond and
Interest Sinking Fund of 1969,"
hereby created , hereinafter call-
ed the "Sinking Fund," on or
before the 20th day of each mon-
th, for payment of principal and
Interest on the Bonds a sum ego-
al to one-twelfth (1-12) (or such
larger amount as is necessary)
of the next succeeding principal
payment and interest installment
to become due on the Bonds then
outstanding. Provided, however,
that for that remaining part of
the year beginning with the Mon-
th following the delivery of the
Bonds and ending December 31,
1969, there shall be transferred
from said Revenue „Fund on the
twentieth (20th) day of each mana
th, approximately equal sums
such sums to be determinea
by dividing the amount,of the




The purchaser or purchasers
of the Bonds at the public sale
shall have the option of taking
delivery of the Bonds so pur-
chased in the form of a single
or series of Fully Registered
Bonds, as prescribed in Section
88 above, amounting in the agg-
regate to the princital amount
of the Bonds so purchased by
the respective purchasers, mat-
uring as to principal in install-
ments corresponding to the prin-
cipal maturities of the Coupon
Bonds represented thereby. Such
Fully Registered BoncIs) shall
be numbered R-1 (or from R-1
consecutively upwards in order
of maturity, each Fully Regis-
tered Bond of a denomination
of more than $1,000 to bear ser-
ial numbers representing each
one thousand dollars of principal
amount of said Bonds), such Fully
Registered Bonds) and or Cou-
pon Bonds shall be of type com-
position, shall be on paper of
sufficient weight and strength
to prevent deterioration until the
last day of maturity of any in-
stallment of principal as stated
therein, and shall conform in
size to standard practice. Such
Fully Registered Bowls) shall,
upon appropriate execution on
behalf of the City as prescribed,
constitute a part of the (or the
entire) $180,000 bond issue here-
in authorized, shall be negotiable
(subject to registration require-
meats as to transferability), wi-
ll' thout interest coupons, register-
ed as to principal and interest,
payable as directed by the regis-
tered holder, and shall be in
substantially the form herein-
above set forth.
The City hereby covenants and
agrees with the Registered Hold-
er of a (each) Fully Registered
Bond that the City will, at any
• 
time, at the written request and
eaPeneit of such holder, and with-
in ninety (90) days after such
request , issue the City's ne-
gotiable, Coupon Bonds, payable
to bearer, registrable as to prin-
cipal only, in an aggregate prin-
cipal amount equal to and matur-
ing in conformity with the unpaid
principal amount of the Bonds)
exchanged therefor, in single de-
*nominations of 21,000 to $10,000
(in multiples of $1,000), at the
election of the holder(s), as long
as the selected denomination(s)
meets the maturity schedule set
forth in Section 4 of this Or-
dinance, and in the form of such
Coupon Bonds as provided in
Section 8A hereof, with annual
coupons annexed thereto repres-
enting the accrual of interest
41
f.e
of the cost of future extensions,
additions and improvements to
of any property damage insur-
ance;
and only for the purposes intend-
such system, plus the proceeds
and any such proceeds so
deposited shall be used solely
customers, to aid in the financing
I nd -
ed. Moneys in the Reserve Fund
may be withdrawn and used by the
City, upon appropriate certificat-
iconeedsby thweliBnrecitedr  of 
oTmruspoteestenitfiaolr
annual budget of current expen-
ses and of paying the cost of
constructing extensions, additio-
ns or improvements to the syst-
em, which will either enhance its
revenue - producing capacity or
will provide a higher degree of
service, and when necessary, for
the purpose of making payments
of principal and interest on the
Waterworks and Sewer Improve-
ment and Refunding Revalue Bon-
ds hereby authorized if the mon-
eys on deposit in theSinking Fund
are not sufficient to make such
payments. All funds in said Sink-
ing, Fund and in said Reserve
Fund shall be deposited in the
-depository bank, or such portion
of said amounts on deposit in
said respective Funds as is de-
signated by the Board of Trus-
tees shall be invested for the
benefit of such respective Funds
in time deposits, savings accoun-
ts, or U. S. obligations which
may be converted readily into
cash, having a maturity date
prior to the date when the suing'
Invested will be needed for meet-
ing interest and principal pay-
ments or redemption of outstand-
ing Bonds prior to maturity, pro-
aided that to the eaten that any
amounts on deposit in said bank
shall cause the total deposits
of the City in said bank to ex-
ceed the amount insured by the
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principal ot bowls matfirfog D1C, the same shall be conlin-
on January 1, 1970, by the num-uously secured by a valid pled-
ber of months remaining in thatge of U. 5, obligations, having
remaining part of the year re-an equivalent market value, in
tarred to above) so as to have conformity with ICRS 66.480. In-
available on January I, 1970, a vestments in Certificates of Tie
sufftcient amount to pay the prin. me Deposit may be made only if
caplet of the Bood then maturing, a separate FHA Form 402-4 agr-
and provided further, that the eement is executed, if the FHA
required monthly transfers from has Purchased any of the Bends'
the Revenue Fund to the Sinking any such investments will be a
Fund of sums equal to 00e.teel- part of the respective Finds
ft (1-12) of the next succeeding -from which the proceeds invest-
Interest installment to become ed are derived, and income &cm
due 61 the Bonds, grail not be. such investments will be credit-
lin until the twentieth (20th) day ed to such respective Funds.
of the month following the month C. Operation and Maintenance
In which interest shall last be Fund. At or prior to the delivery
payable out of the sum set aside of the Bonds there shall be de-
as capitalized interest out of the posited into the "City of Hazel
proceeds of the Bonds. If the Waterworks and Sewer Opera-
City for any reason shall fail tion and Maintenance Fund of
to make any monthly deposits 1969," hereby created and here-
as required, then an amount equ- Wafter referred to as the "Oper-
al to the deficiency shall be set ation and Maintenance Fund," the
apart and deposited in the Sink- sum of not less than $6,000, ;k-
ing Fund out of the first avail- 000 of which shall be used to
able gross revenues in the en- Provide for the initial operation
suing month or months, which and maintenance of the system
amount shall be in addition to and the balance of $4,000 shall
the monthly deposit otherwise be used to purchase equipment
required during such succeed- needed for operation and main-
log month or months, Whenever tenance of the system. After the
there shall accumulate in the transfer required in Paragraphs
Sinking Fund amounts in excess A and B above, there shall next
of the requirements during the be transferred in each month
next twelve (12) months for pay- from the Revenue Fund, as and
log the Bonds tailing due and when revenues of the system are
interest on outstanding Bonds, available in said Revenue Fund,
such excess may be used for re- and deposited 111 said OPeration
demption prior to maturity of and Maintenance Fund, sums sti-
Bonds as set forth in Section fficient to meet the current ex-
7 hereof. On or before the twen- Penses of operation, maintaining
ty-fourth (24th) day of December and insuring the system. The
in each year, the depository bank balance maintained in said fund
shall transfer from the Sinking shall not be in excess of the
Fund and from the Reserve Fund amount required to cover anti-
(if necessary) hereinafter creat- dilated expenditures for a two-
ed, a sum equal to the principal month period pursuant to the
and interest becoming due on the annual budget.
next followipg respective Janua- D. Excess Funds. Subject to
ry I, and deposit same in an the provisions for the disposition
account hereby created and iden- of the income and revenues of
tided as "City of Hazel Water. the system in subparagraphs A,
works and Sewer 1969 Bond and B and C of this Section, which
Interest Payment Account," and Provisions are cumulative, and
shall notify the alternate payor after paying or providing for
bank that the same is held as a the payment of debt service or
trust fund to be drawn upon by any subordinate obligation, there
PaYinti Vents to Pay ' be transferred within sixty
log Bonds and coupons, and or 60) days after the end of each
principal and interest installme- calendar year, the balance of
nts, as the case may be, upon excess funds in the Revenue Fu-
presentation thereof on or after rid on such date to the Depreo-
maturity and upon surrender of lotion Reserve Fund to be ear-
maturing Bonds and or coupons, marked for the purpose of Pay-
The depository baok and the Cle- lag or financing the cost of ex-
tensions, additions or improve-rk of the City shall keep approp-
riate records as to payment of ments to the project, or, at the
principal and interest install- option of the City, such excess
ments and as to payment of pr. funds may be applied to the
incipal and interest on any Cou. maximum extent feasible, to the
pen Bonds, purchase or redemption of out-
B. Depreciation Reserve Fund, standing Bonds.
Following the cancellationAfter the transfer required in
Paragraph A above has been all such Water and Sewer System
made, there shall next be trans- Revenue Bonds, Dated Septem-
ferred from the Revenue Fund to ber 1, 1963, any balance re-
"City of Hazel Waterworks and maining in the "City of Hazel
Sewer Depreciation Reserve Fu- Public Water and Sewer Project
rid of 1969," hereby created and Bond and Interest Redemption
hereinafter referred to as the Fund of 1963" shall be trans--
"Reserve Fund," each month lured to the "City of Hazel
a sum equal to 1-120 of the waterworks and Sewer Bond and
average annual principal and in- Interest Sinking Fund of 1969,"
hereinbefore established; any ba-
lance remaining in the "City of
Hazel Public Water and Sewer
Project Operation and Mainten-
ance Fund of 1963," shall be
transferred to the "City of Ha-
zel Waterworks and Sewer Go-
el9r6atiovn, hanerdeMinbefaintoerne cesFtaunbldishof.
ed; any balance remaining in the
"City of Hazel Water and Sewer
Project Depreciation Fund of
1963," and any balance remain-
ing in the "City of Hazel Public
Water and Sewer Project Reser-
ve Fund" (of 1963), shall be
transferred to the "City of Ha-
zel Waterworks and Sewer De-
predation Reserve Fund of 19-
69," hereinbefore established,
and any balance remaining in
the "City of Hazel Public Water
and Sewer Project Revenue Fund
of 1963," shall be transferred
to the "City of Hazel Water.
the purpose of paying the coat works and Sewer Revenue Fund
nia-lof 1969," hereinbefore establish-of unusual or extra-ordinary
intenance, repairs, renewals and ed. 
replacementsnot included in the 
SECTION 12. RATES AND
CHARGES,
The rates and charges for all
services and facilities rendered
by the system shall be reasonable
and just, taking into account and
consideration the cost and value
of said system, the cost of main-
taining, repairing and operating
the same and the amounts nece-
ssary for the retirement of all
Bonds and the accruing interest
on all Bonds, and there shall
be charged such rates and char-
ges as shall be adequate to meet
the requirements oi this and
the preceding Section hereof.
SECTION 13: - IrlOKS AND
ACCOUNTS.
The City shall install and ma-
intain a proper system of recor-
ds and accounts relating to the
operation of the system and 'its
financial affairs, and the holders
of any of said Bonds or their
authorized representatives shall
have the right at all reasonable
times to inspect the facilities and
all records, accounts and data
relating thereto. An annual audit
on A ealenclaf year has shall
be made of the books annaccoun-
ts pertinent to said system by a
competent auditor. No later than
sixty (60) days after the close
of each calendar year, copies
of such audit reports certified
by such accountant shall be prom-
ptly mailed to the Governstent
without request Se Ism Gs the
Government is is bolder al &if
of the Bonds, and to ley bat"
holder that may have Mode*
same in writing. Monthly Opel*
big reports shall be Medial
to the FHA and to any boodboider
requesting same, during bilk*
full year of (watts aid mimeo
ever and so long as Ile City is
delinquent in any of thlreovenen-
ts set out herein. Wadley oper-
ating reports shall be israistied
to such parties at all other tim-
es,
SECTION 14. CITY OBLIGAT-
ED TO REFUND BCNDS HELD
BY GOVERNMENT WHENEVER
SAME IS FEASIBLE.
So long as the Government is
the holder of any of the Bonds,
If it appears to the Government
that the City is able to refund
such Bonds, in whole or In part,
by obtaining a loan for such pur-
poses from responsible co-oper-
ative or private credit sources,
or to sell Bonds of the City in
the open market, at reasonable
rates and terms, for loans or
bond Issues for sigegar purpos-
es and periods of Me, the City
will, upon request of the Gov-
ernment obtain such loan and or
issue such Bonds in sufficient
amount to repay the Governmen
and will take all such action
as may be required in
witla such loan. - --
SECTION 15, GENERAL COV-
ENANTS.
The City through its Beard of
Trustees hereby covenants and
agrees with the holder or holders
of the Bonds that:
(1) It will faithfully and punctua-
lly perform all duties with refer-
ence to the system required by
the Constitution apd laws of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky;
(2) It will make and collect
reasonable and sufficient rates
and charges for services and fac-
ilities rendered by said system;
(3) It will segregate the rev-
enues and income therefrom and
make application thereof con-
sistent with and as provided by
this Ordinance.
(4) Unless the written consent
of the holders of the majority
in amount of the outstanding Bon-
ds has been obtained, it agrees
not to sell, lease 
' 
mortgage,
or in any manner dispose of any
integral part of the system, in-
cluding any and all appurtenanc-
es thereto and extensions and
additions that may be made the-
reto until all of said Bonds shall
have been paid in full;
5) It will maintain in good
cendltioa and continuously oper-
ate 'said lystem and appurtenan-
ces thereto and will charge such
rates and charges for the ser-
vices rendered thereby so that
the gross income and revenues
will be sufficient at all times
to pay the accruing interest and
to retire the Bonds when the
same will become due, to pro-
vide reserves therefor and also
to pay all costs and expenses
of operating and maintaining sa-
id system and to provide for an
adequate depreciation account;
(6) It shall carry and maintain
Insurance on properties subject
to loss or damage In amounts
d against hazards substantia-
lly in accordance with the prac-
tices of other corporations which
own and maintain waterworks
and sewer systems under similar
conditions; and so long as the
Government is the holder of any
of said Bonds, the Government
will be listed as a co-beneflo-
iary on any such policy.
SECTION 16. GENERAL COV-
ENANTS APPLICABLE SO LO-
NG AS FHA HOLDS ANY BON-
DS,
So long as the FHA shall bold
any of the Bonds, the City shall
comply with such regulations,
requirements and requests as,
shall be made by the FHA, in-
cluding the furnishing of operat-
ing and other financial statemen-
ts in such form and substance
and for such periods as may be
requested by the FHA, the carry-
ing of insurance of such types
and in such amounts as the FHA
may specify letth insurance carr-
iers acceptable to the FHA and
compliance with all of the terms
and conditions of the Loan Agr-




Any holder of said Bonds may
enforce and compel performan-
ce of all deities and Obligations
of the City as set forth herein,
If there shall be default in the
Sinking Fund provisions herein
or in the payment of theprincipal
of or interest on any of the
Bonds, then upon the filing of
a suit by any holder of the Bonds,
any court having jurisdictiou of
the action may appoint a Re-
ceiver to administer said system
on behalf of the City with power
to charge and collect rates suff-
icient to provide for the payment
of the Bonds and for the payment
of operating expenses, abd to
provide and apply the income
and revenues in conformity with
this Ordinance and with the law
of the Commonwealth of Kentuc-
ky.
The City hereby agrees to tra-
nsfer to any bona fide Receiver
or other subsequent operator of
-
the system, pastas to any
epolfid,jpireeme mry valid
eet eedet fa a pressers
Is selOree oolleetie Sr pa
mots and steer natal' of me t.
ty, oxidlliseally, for mid
poly as me* Reeeker epee-
filer alai WI* by mbar*
ae Chart. di-lbe out cd
default, be bolder of any el
Boob may remdre die
of Truism by injuectiou to raise
the rates a reasoaable amount.
SECTION it ALL BONDS OF
THIS ISSUE ARE EQUAL.
The Bands authorised herein
shall not be entitled to priority
one over the other in the
atioa of Me Income and revenue
of the system, or with respect
to the security for thettpaymat,
regardless of the lime or times
of their issuance, it being the
Intention that there shall be ao
priority among the Bonds au&
orized by this Ordinance re-
gardless of the act that they
may be actually issued and de-
livered at different times.
SECTION 19. INFERIOR PAN-
DS AND PARITY BONDS,
A. Inferior Bonds. Except as
provided below in this Section,
the City shall not, no long as
any of the Bonds (and any bonds
ranking on a parity) are out-
staudiag, issue and additimal
bonds payable from the reels-
sea of the system unless the
en or pledge of the groasTev•
muss to secure such additional
bonds is made inferior and sub-
ordinate in all respects to the
security of the Bonds and any
parity bonds.
The City expressly reserves
the right at any time of times
to issue its bonds or other ob-
ligations payable from the re-
venues of the system and not
ranking on a basis of equality
with the Bonds herein authoris-
ed, without any proof of previous
earnings or net revenues, pro-
vided that the consent of the
FHA must be obtained prior to
the issuance of any inferior bon-
ds so low as the FHA bolds
any of the Bonds hereite.autb-
orized or any parity bonds and
provided further that (after the
initial acquisition and construct-
ion of the project) such inferior
bonds may be issued only for
the purpose of providing for add-
itions, extensions or improve-
ments to the system, and only
In express recognition of the
priorities and rights created and
taxisting for the security, source
of payment and protection of the
Bonds herein authorized and any
parity bonds; provided further,
that nothing in this Section is
intended to restrict or shall be
construed as a restriction upon,
the ordinary refunding of the
Bonds herein authorized and of
such parity bonds.
B. Parity Bonds to Complete
the System. The City hereby
certifies, coveoants and agrees
that in the event that the costs
of completion and construction
of the project, as hereinbefore
described, shall exceed the mo-
neys available to the City from
any and all sources, the City
shall have the right, if necessa-
ry, to provide for such excess,
and only such excess, througt
the issuance of parity bonds,
provided the City has obtained
a certification from the Engin-
eers to the effect that it is
necessary to issue the desired
amount of additional parity bon-
ds in order to enable the City
to pay the cost (not otherwise
provided) of the completion of
the project,
C. PARITY BONDS TO FI-
NANCE FUTURE EXTENSIONS,
ADDITIONS OR IMPROVEMEN-
TS: CONDITIONS OR SHOWING
REQUIRED,
The City further reserves the
right to add new waterworks and
sewer facilities and related aux-
iliary &cilia's or to finance
future extensions, additions or
Improvements to the system by
the issuance of one or more
additional series of bonds to
be secured by a parity lien on
and ratably payable from the
gross revenues of the system,
provided:
(1) That the bratty or facilities
to be constructed from the pro-
ceeds of the additional parity
bonds is or are made a part
of the project and its or their
revenues are pledged as addit-
ional security for the additional
parity bond" and the outstanding
Bonds herein authorized.
(2) The anoint net revenue
(defined as gross revenues less
essential operation and mainten-
ance expenses), of the then ex-
isting system for the calendar
year preceding the year in which
such parity bonds are to be issu-
ed, shall equal at least one hund -
red twenty percent (120 percent)
 the average annual debt ser-
vice requirements for principal
and interest on all outstanding
Bonds payable from the revenues
of the system, including principal
and interest requirements of both
the Bonds thee outstanding and
the additional parity bonds then
proposed h) be issued. The cal-
culation of average annual debt
service requirements of prin-
cipal and interest on the addit-
ional bonds to be issued shall,
regardless of whether such bco-
ds are to be serial or term
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bonds, be deteredned on the ba-
sis of Ow primelpal cd and in.
tweet as each beide baba Pay-
able toe. '- 1y equal am.
nal Imelellmemle.
(3) The City has °Weed the
wrings amid at the riu
the lesemice td ate puffy bon-
ds, If Abe FHA la Se Nadir
of any of the bads bereft '-
wised at the time el bismume
of such parity bonds; or,
FHA Is no loogw the holder
of any of Ms Bonds, Sea be
written caned of the beam
of not less than threo4esrths
) et the eltreilde ~Pei
of the &ea adeliedlsg
D. Commis to be Celle011ed
friin at mime of WORM of
Parity Bonds,
- The City hereby covenants and
çar ihat in the routear add.
partty bode are breed,
the City shall:
(1) Adjest the met* deposits
into the Whim Tad as ihe awe
teals as ihet prescribed le be
provisions Inisillishies such P's.
ad, lo rant be additiowilems.
al debt service reqtdrameats on
the addlikmal parity MS*
(2)4djust the ouutbawm aimed
to be desalts1 meeilly
Into the Rear* IFiad es die
same basis as Viet prescribed
in the providesi esteldlebbig
such Fund, Wig belo account
the Mare of
the Saida; to be Insalrected
and acquired weft Ile proceeds
of such adtaleold Minas; and
(3) Make sock addlliomal bonds
payable as to principal and in-
terest on January 1 01 each year.
SECTION 20, SYSTEM TO BE
OPERATED ON CALENDAR YE-
AR BASIS,
While any Bonds are outstand-
ing and unpaid and to the ex-
tent not now prohibited by law,
the system shall be operated
and maintained on a calendar
year basis commencing on Jan-
uary 1 of each year and ending
on December 31 of the same
year, which period shall also
constitute the budget year_ tr
the operation and maintenance
of the system, The City and its
Board of Trustees agree that on
or before the completion of the
construction project, the City
will cause to be procured and it
will adopt a "Budget of Current
Expenses" for such system for
the then calendar year, and the-
reafter, not later than sixty (60)
days after the beginning of each
calendar year, the City and its
Board of Trustees agree to cause
to be prepared a detailed state-
moot of income and expeadltures
for the past year, a current
financial statement and a "Pro-
posed Annual Budget of Current
Expenses" of said system for
the ensuing calendar year, item-
ized on the basis of monthly
requirements. A copy of said
"Proposed Annual Budget of Cu-
rrent Expenses" shall be mail-
ed to any bcocbolder who may
request in writing a copy of such
Budget, and to the Government
without request if the Governme-
nt is the bolder of any of said
Bonds, If the holders of fifty per
cent (50 percent) in principal
amount of the outstanding Bonds,
or the Government 90 long as it
Is the holder of any of said
Bends, so request, the Board of
Trustees shall hold an openhear-
ing not later than thirty (30)days
before the beginning of the en-
sulag colander year, at which
time any bondholder may appear
by agent or attorney and may
file written objections to such
proposed budget. Notice of the
time and place of such hearing
shall be mailed at least fifteen
(15) days prior to the hearing
to each registered boncloolder
and to the Government.
me Lary ana us board of
Trustees comsat that annually
before the first day of March,
the Annual Budget of Current
Expenses for the then current
calendar year will be adopted
substantially in accordance with
the preliminary or gemination-
nal budget, and no iniftlitures
for mention and Weildeoancs
expenses or was spenen WC
come of the budget skall be mad
during such calendar year ml
directed by said Board of
tees by a specific ordinance or
resolution duly adopted.
SECT1Cti 21, THIS OFtDINAN-
CE CONTRACTUAL WITH BO-
NDHOLDERS,
The Provisions of this Ordin-
ance constitute a contract bet-
ween the City and its Board of
Trustees and the holders of the
Bonds as may be outstanding
from time to time; and after
the issuance of any of said Bo-
nds, no change, alteration or
ariation of any kind of the pro-
visions of this Ordinance shall
be made in any manner which
will affect a holder's rights ex-
cept with the written consent of
all bondholders until such time
as all of said Bonds and the
Interest thereon have been paid
In full.
SECTION 22. INSURANCE OF
MOTORS, TANKS AND STRUCT-
URES.
The City shall at the time
of final acceptance of the system
from the contractor(s), insure
all electric motors, elevated st-
orage tanks and major structur-
es, in an amount recommended
by the Citrs Engineer and so-
roved by the FHA, so long as
the FHA is the bolder of any
Bonds, for the hazards =ally
covered in such area.
SECTION 23. SALE CUONDS.
The Clerk of the City is hereby
authorized and directed to cause
notice of bids for the purchase
of said Bonds to be published
permit to all applicable Ken-
tucky ReVittld Statutes. Said Not-
ice shell slate the flame and
lustiest at Bonds to be sold, the
time of sale and other details
concerning the Hoods and the sale
and shall inform prospective bi-
dders that a copy of the Official
Notice of Sale of Bonds, setting
out the maturities, security of
the Bonds, provisions as to re-
demption prior to maturity, and
related information may be ob.
tamed from the City, Such Offi-
cial Notice shall contain the foll-
owing bidding requirements:
A. Bidders are required to
bid a cash price of not less than
par value for the Bonds for which
a bid is made.
B. Interest rates must be in
multiples of 1/8 or 1/10 of 1 per-
cent, riot exceeding 4% percent
per annum, with no more than
one interest rate per block of
Bonds being stipulated by any
bidder.
C. Bids will be considered only
for the following blocks of Bonds:
(1) All maturities in 1970
through 1979;
(2) All maturities in 1980
through 1984;
through 
19A1189; maturities in 1985
(4) All maturities in 1990
through 1994;
(5) All maturities in 1995
through 1999;
Bond: All maturities in 2000
through 2009; and
(7) All of said $180,000 of
D. Bidders may submit bids
for the purchase of one, all or
less than all of the above blocks
of Bonds, and where a bid is sub-
mitted for more than one of the
above blocks of Bonds, such bid
may be conditioned upon the awl-
rd of all of the blocks of Bonds
bid for in such bid or upon the
award of any one or more of such
blocks of Bonds bid for.
E. Bidders (except the FHA)
are required to deposit a good
faith check by cashier's check
or certified check payable to the
City of Hazel, Kentucky, in the
minimum amount of 2 percent
of the face amount of the Bonds
for which a bid is made, provided
that if the face amount of the
Bonds foe which a bid is made is
$50,000 or less, then the minim-
um amount of the good faith
deposit must be 3 percent of the
face amount of such Bonds, which
good faith check will be applied
as partial payment for the Bonds,
or as liquidated damages in the
event that a successful bidder
fails to comply with the terms
of his bid. Checks of the un-
successful bidders will be re-
tureed promptly after bid open-
ing.
F. That preference in award
will be given to bids for the lar-
gest principal amount of Bonds.-
If two or more bids are made for
the same amount of Bonds, pre-
ference in award will be given
to the bid resulting in the lowest
net interest cost to the City.
G. That the lowest net interest
cost will be determined by de-
ducting the total amount of any
premium bid from the aggregate.
amount of interest upon the Bonds
bid for, computed from the first
day of the month following the
date of sale of the Bonds (even
though the Bonds will bear inter-
est only from the date of delivery)
to the final maturity specified in
each respective bid. For the pur-
pose of determining the lowest
bidder, calculations of net Inter-
est 
Farmers
tswill exclude the bid of the
H. That bidders shall ee aa-
vised that the FHA has entered
into a Loan Agreement with the
City pursuant to which said FHA
proposes to purchase at par at
a 4 % percent interest rate, any
or all maturities of the $180,000
of Bonds for which no other bid
complying with the terms of the
sale is received at an equally
(or more) favorable net interest
cost.
I. That in the event that any
such other bid or bids are receiv-
ed, the bid of the FHA as to such
Bonds so bid for, will be can-
celled and withdrawn, and any
Bonds not awarded to such other
bidder(s) pursuant to the provis-
ions of the foregoing will be
awarded to the FHA in accor-
dance with the provisions of the
aforesaid Loan Agreement.
J. That the City expects to
deliver, and the successful bidd-
er must be prepared to accept
delivery of and pay for, the Bon-
ds at the office of the Clerk of the
City within forty-five (45) days
after notice is given of the award.
That if said Bonds are not ready
for delivery and payment within
forty-five (45) days from the afo-
resaid date of sale, the success-
ful bidder(s) shall be relieved of
any liability to accept delivery
of any of the Bonds, except that
ow -
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y of lay Bomb
clamed by the FHA.
K. That the LIty reserves the
light. la Its dime:redo; to deem+
the bad bid or bids, tonal-
Al say teexuanty or irregular-
ry ad to reject my or an MM.
L. UM be bode will be tea-
diced wade said ilarty-flve (45)
day period and thet the escome-
11( Miler will receive the app-
aell IlmiolteleLkyond Attar-
1959.1 90100 of Skaggs
, as to
reit =mid tualemptios of
adg without additional
oat le be inexestel bidder.
Ihe Meat Rat there is
MI It ON NIB are ridece-
Ihe eloy readvartine




If my Section, paragraph, clau-
se or provision ot this Ordinan-
ee aboll be Mid invalid, the
of such Section, para.
gni* dime or provision shall
sot Mott any of the remaining
tmelbitas of this Ordinance.
SIMON U. ALL PROVISIO-
NS IN CONFLICT REPEALED_
All ordhaaces, resolutions
sod orders, or parts Mareole
in conflict with the proclaims
of this Ordinance, are to the
extent of each conflict hereby
repealed.
The City commis to Me
whatever edits inaeoseaory in
ardor In correct any repaid




This Ordinance Mall take eff-
ect and be effective Immediately
mon its adoption and puldication
as rewired by law.









1, W. B. billatead, taribile116.
ify thet I am the daly quelleed
and acting Clerk of the City St4
Bang, Keetacky, that Oa SM.
gang °ramie* is a Wm cagy
of an Ordinance ady
by the Board of Trustees et said
City, signed by the Chairmaa of
the mid Board of Trustees and
attested coder Seal by ins as
Lurk, at a properly convened
meeting of mid Board of True-
tees held on May 19, 1969, as
shown by the official records
of said Board of Trustees in
my custody and aids: my cow
tad, and Oat said Ordinance
wears as a matter of mblic
guard in mid official records.
UI TFSTIMONY WHEREOF.
Imams my stare as clerk
and be edictal Sad of mid City
this MI day et May, 1969.
ATOP HAMBURGER ii—Wounded while helping the 101st
U.S. Airborne Division capture blood-soaked Hamburger
Hill in South Vietnam's A EIlau Valley. a tattered GI is
escorted by a medic. More han 300 U.S. soldiers were




A 10-year moratorium on capi-
tal punishment has been called
for -by the Commission on Re-
search and Social Action of the
American Lutheran Church.
The Commission's request is
intended "to stimulate thinking
and promote discussion" among
the members of the church's
5,000 congregations. and will
not become an official position
of the church unless adopted
by the general convention ir





The record for Ihe most vril
pitches in one elosos lis 30
was met by Leon Assn of
New York,friamts in 1911S.__ _
Kiuss CALL—Apparently un-
able to gain entrance
through a barricaded door,
a doctor climbs through a
window to treat a student
wounded during an outbreak
of violence at Amsterdam
University in Amsterdam.
The Netherlands
The teeth >if snakes are point-
ed backward into the mouth,
preventing escape of animals
caught for food.
YOUR HOLIDAY TRIP by auto
will be Muth more enjoy-
able and safer if you plan
well. Here's a seven-point
checklist
V Sinks ad safety-chock
yew tar.
Make reservations I ad-
vacs.
Know bow far you eau
amfortohly drib a time
ovallaide.
14  Kew your Neb.
Pa safety bolts for caw
tort, security.
Stop oftb for rest ad
exorcise.
























FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - Gov.
Louie B. Nunn's visit to George's
Branch in Perry County last
week was, in test and in all
seriousness, a "grim" exper-
ience.
It was state Reclamation Dir-
ector Elmore C. Grim who plann-
ed the itinerary for the gover-
nor's one-day tour of East Ken-
tucky strip and auger mime.
And it was Grim who insisted,
despite the skepticism of his
boss, Natural Resources Comm-
issioner jernes E. Shropshire,
that the touring party should
actually make the trek im the
rutted, unpaved road which winds
up the hollow.
Grim's purpose was to refute
a searing March 4 article in
Look magazine, headlined "Ge-
orge's Branch, Ky.," which spo-
ke of "swarms of strange yillow
machines toppling trees and
boulders" and "shacks stilted
above the stench of mud."
The shacks and stench were
there, all right, but the smell
gave rise to a strong suspicion
that it came from some of the
outhouses and animal pens which
border the trash - filled creek.
From the narrow floor of the
hollow, none of the machiners
or mud of surface mining was
visible.
There have been two auger
mine operations in the George's
Branch watershed in the past
year. The permits were taken
out by Thomas Price, Jr., of
Lexington for Pioneer Coal Co.,
Hazard.
The last stoo on Grim's ltlnm
ii 01 THE CAPITOL
LIN ,tigston' V. Taylor
PILL* INTILIMATION Al
wary was to be a visit to Pio-
neer's current auger site. How-
ever, the trip up the mountain-
side was cancelled in favor of
a quicker return to the Hazard
Airport for the governor's flight
back to Frankfort.
The closest Pioneer operation
was about a third of a mile
above the home of Rada Combs,
the principal subject of the Look
article.
A check of inspection ropor-
is sbows that Pioneer was re-
peatedly listed for not building
silt-rewarding basins in drain-
ways below the mine.
Grim said the operation has
been inactive since October. 19-
ft, when the last inspection re-
port on file was made. That
Mat noted, "Need more silt
basins and MdMeoal work need-
ed on proud 10,"
However. Grim claimed that,
overall, Price has been "a good
operator."
Nuon made the trip Tv Georges
Branch in strip miner William
13, Sturrill's vehicle, accompani-
ed by Grim, Shropshire and this
reporter.
The poverty - stricken people
and, with some exceptions, their
apparent lack of pride in their
homes were the topics of con-
versation,
The general tenor was - bow
can government help people who
seem to have done so little to
help themselves.
At one point, SturgW's vehic-
le came op behind a soot-cov-
ered miner trudging along with
a lunch bucket, much like the
miner pictured in Wok.
"Let's give him plenty of ro-
om - there's a man who work-
ed today," Sturgill said.
On the way tack, Grim halted
the entourage to show thegovern-
or some unusual "rubber - neck-
ed" chickens he had spotted prey-
toasty.
As Grim and the Governor
got out of the car, a mean-looking
dog approached,
"Will that dog bite?" Grim
asked the woman in the yard.
"Yip," she replied.
The governor rejoined this re-
SATURDAY — MAY M. 1969
porter in the car. "It's her dog
and I'm going to take bar word
for it," Num said.
The group laugbed. But when
the trip was over, it was agreed
that George's Branch could be
renamed "Grim Hollow."
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press Internatleasi
The oldest known formally
written language is Sumerian,





ILL iiPiEiE SUNDAY  
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs





me PAP SA415 IT CAN I'M HOPING
COST ALMOST SIXTEEN FOR A
THOUSAND DOLLARS 134SEBALL








DURING THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS
I IYOULD
APPRECIATE YOUR VOTE
FOR RE-ELECTION TO THE
CITY COUNCIL, WARD A
RESPECT FULLY
HARON 13. WEST
HA HA HA HAI





.NO TALKING-- WE MUST
HAVE ABSOLUTE QUIET
IN THE -LIBRARY  
, • go. ..110 —AM 401.






mAv- 2 - 014tA,,E-Abe-
-.
Abbie 'N Slab
HE wILL SOON GROW
WEARY, C.CA4R4 DE CHAIRMAN, ,
HIS HEAD WILL NOD
AND THEN „,HE WILL
DREAM OF THE FLITIAW
by R. Van Buren
I'M A BLARSTED SUCKER FER 7HI5
KIND 0' MUSIC, GOA:MOUS. SLIP
_ANCrrHER PILE 0' REcORD5 ON






IF WE WAS HARVARD 1---)
STOONTS, WE. COULDN'T or ,l. ,,l
RESIST N/OUSE, —
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e car. "It's her deg C.,
rg to take her word
a said.
p laoghed. BUt Wein
over, it was 'greed






































15 H.P. M.T.D. RIDING MOWER
Used A Few Times - New Warranty
Solr for 929.00 Only '189.00
2- USED PUSH TYPE MOWERS
1. SMALL ROTO TILLER
Only '39.50





TAKE SOIL away the Blue
Lustre way from carpets and
Illaphoistery. Rent electric sham-
room $1. Big K. M-34-C
TAKE UP payments on Spinet
piano. $17.70 per month.
Leech's Mumic di T. V., Phone
75347575. M-36,C
BRAND NEW deer rifle, Marlin
lever action, .35 caliber. Rama-
ably priced. Phone 435-5684.
June-2-P• 
LATE MODEL Singer Zig-Zag
in nice cabinet. Fully automatic.
Makes all fancy designs, plus
sews on buttons, makes button
holes, blind hems, over casts
and monograms, all without at-
tachments. 10 year guarantee.
Assume monthly payments of
$5.00 each or pay full balance of
$52.98. For free home trial call
"Paducah 442-8805 collect. M-26-C
WANTED, someone to redeem
1969 teen-needle Zig-Zag au-
oisootie sewing machine in cabi-
net. Pay balance due of $39.95
cash or $2.00 weekly on easy
teems. 20 year guarantee. (o
attech.ments needed to leas
Medlin holm, blind bans, over-
casts seams, monograms, em-
broidery, appliques and makes
(honey designs. To see and new
on this machine, call for free
honk trial, Paducah 4424608
collect. M-26-C
METAL UTILITY DESKS for a-
fire or home use, $19.95 In the
carton; easily assembled. Has
2 drawers and book shelf. Le4
ger and Times Office Supply
Store. M-24-NC
428' PONTOON Boat. Can be
seen locally. Call 753-8084 any-
time. M-24-C
35 AND 45 FOOT electric poles.
Practically new. Will deliver
any amount. Phone Lynn Rob-
inson, 489-3801. M-31-C
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW how
clean that rug will be 'til you
try Blue Lustre. Rent a sham-




era installed on any Ford pm
duct with SW qr 302 V-8 en
glee, $195.00. Hatcher Auto
Sales, South 12th Street.
M-26-C
APACHE Camping Trailer,
sleeps four, excelleet condi-
ties, $350.00. Phone 753-8444.
MatiC
14 rr SPEED BOAT, 40 H. P.
Johnson motor, eilekric start-
er, completely equipped with
skis and trailer. Phone 479-
1413, Fulton, Ky. M-26-C
1960 ZIG-ZAG Sewing Machine,
leas than four months old. Re-
possessed. Makes buttonholes,
sews on buttons, all fancy stit
clam without attachments. Sold
new for $239.00, balance $42.80
or $8.20 per month. Write Box
32-W care of the Ledger and
Times. M-29-P
NOLP WANTED
ATTEN'TION LADIES! Earn u
to $600.00 for summer Men-
tion. Chili 753-3056 born 4:00
to 6:00 p. in. M-27-C
WOMEN WANTED be sell the
fabulous Pennyrich Bra. Ex-
tremely high earnings, new car
is furnished if qualified. Call
McKenzie, Tenn., 1-901-352-2819
after 8:00 p. in. M-28-P
WANTED: baby sitter, while
mother attends college. Phone
753-7260. M-24-C
HELP WANTED .... Amateur
Messengers to spread the word
that coin-operated dry-cleaning
machines are great for cleaning
skirts, sweaters, jackets, over-
coats. Little or no pressing
needed. 8 pounds for $2.50 at
Boone's Coin Laundry, 1308
Main Street, Murray. M-28-C
EXPERIENCED service station
attendant, six days a week. No
Sundays. Salary open. Week's
paid vacation after one year.
Apply in person Barrett's Shell
Station, South Fourth Street.
M-34-C
PERPETUAL Watchband Cal- WANTED: Person to keep babyenders. Now at Ledger and in own home, days. Phone 753-'Firmed Office Supply Store. On- am after 5:00 p. in. ei.00pIY 98e per set. M-24-NC
WOODS DIRT from 4th and
Pine. $6.00 per load, delivered.
Large loads. Phone 753-3018.
M-26-C
0 JOHNSON C. B. units. One
mobile and one base. $75.00
and $100.00. 1986 Ford F-600
vrith tank, good condition. 1960
Chevrolet one-ton wrecker. Also
S-acres near lake at Aurora with
or without a 10' x 40' mobile
home. Phone 753-2230. M-27-C
TWO-BEDROOM 8' x 36' trail-
er. Phone 753-7265 after 5:00
1968 THREE-BEDROOM 12' x
64' mobile home. Like new.
Also this trailer is air-condition-
ed, birch paneling throughout
trailer and double insulation.












at the office at
103 North Fourth Street
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
AUTOS FOR SAL!
A REAL good buy. 1965 Ply-
mouth, 4-door, red, fully equip-
ped except air. New Urea, low
Dillow, excellent condition,
$986.03, original owner, J.
Roach, Hazel 4938158. M-24-C
1963 FORD Faire 300. 1962
Pontiac Catalina, 2-door hard-
top. Aettomatic, power steering
and brakes, air. Cain and Tay-
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main. M-38-C
1963 CHEVROLET convertible
SS. Must sell. Phone 753-7765.
M-24-P
1961 FALCON Station Wagon.
Phone 733-8719. M-24-C
1988 FORD Fairlaae 500,
hardtop, V-8 engine, four-speed
tnenemission. New tires, radio,
heater, light blue, local trade
.1n, $1395.00. See or call Park-
er Ford, 7th and Main, phone
7534273. M-24-C
1982 OLDSMOBILE 88, four-
door hardtop. 1981 Corvair,
$195.00. 1963 Oldsmobile F-
85 station wagon. Cain and Tay-
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main. M-26C
1984 FORD pick-up, V-8 en-
gine, long wide bed, cuseom
cab. This truck has just been
overhauled and has cattle racks.
It's ready to go. Only $795.00.
See or call Parker Ford, 7th
and Main, phone 753-3273.
M-24-C
1965 CHEVROLET convertible,
V-8, automatic, power steering,
brakes. Call 753-3216 or see at
1009 Sharpe Street. M-26-P
1966 COMET, 2-door, local car,
$050.00. 1984 Rambler, 4-door,
low mileage, $650.00. 1965
Chrysler, 2-door, airoondition-
ed, $1250.00. Hatcher Auto
Sales, South 12th Street.
M-26-C
WANTED: Morning and night
grill cook. Dishwasher, part
time. Apply in person at the
Triangle Inn on 641 South
Murray. M-27-C
SUMMER JOBS
We have several jobs for
men and women 18 and over.
Scholarship program for stu-
. dents and teachers.
Learn how a large COM-
pany operates, starting with
the order department, all the
way up to management train-
ing. These jobs can become
full time after summer.






WANTED" Used Chest of draw
ere good condition, reasonably
priced. Phone 753-1916 and ask
for Mary, before 5:00 p. in.
TFNC
WANTED: Full rise bee, box
springs and mattress. Call Bran-
don Dill, 753-2930 after 4:00
p. in. M-24-C
WOULD LIKE to buy a picnic
table, also two metal lawn
chairs. Phone 753-7546. M-26-C
HOUSEHOLD /TEMS, including
bikes, beds, large modern paint-
•ng, Encyclopedias, dryer, etc.
ITC,
E ANTIQUE bricks. Ap-
roximately 2000. Will sell
heap. Phone 753-4331. M-27-P
1983 PALACE mobile home,
x 50'. Two bedrooms, clean
rid in good condition. Phone
53-6360. M-27-P
- - NOTICE - In
May 31st is the last day to purchase
City of Murray business privilege and
vehicle licenses without penalty.
A 10% PENALTY WILL BE
ADDED JUNE 1st
The City Clerk's office will be closed
May 30th in observance of Memorial
Day, but will be open all day May 31.
1968 BUICK Wildcat, 4-door
hardtop. Factory air and all
power. 1987 Chrysler New York-
er. Factory air and all power.
Blue with black vinyl roof. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. M-28-C
1964 CHEVROLET Super Sport,
4-speed, 327 engine. Posetrac-
tion. Exceptionally clean. Call
753-8120. M-34--P
1967 CHEVELLE 2-door sedan,
6-cylinder straight shift. 1968
Oldsmobile Delta 88, 2-door
hardtop. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
M-26-C
1966 BUICK Electra 225 with
air and all power. 1966 Pontiac
Bonneville Brougham, 4-door
hardtop. Gold with. black vinyl
roof. Air and al power. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. M-26-C
1966 BUICK laSebre, 4-door se-
dan, factory air and double pow-
er. 1967 Plymouth Fury I, 4-
door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main. M-26-C
1963 FALCON four-door sedan,
radio, heater, solid white, local
trade in, this week only, $550.00.
See or call Parker Ford, 7th
and Main, phone 753-5273.
M-24-C
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88. Four-
door hardtop with factory air
and power 1965 Chevrolet II,
2-door sedan. 6-cylinder, straight
shift. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
M-28-C
1984 OLDSMOBILE Super 88
with air and double power.
Flour-door sedan. 1964 Chevrolet
Impala, 4-door sedan. Automatic,
power steering and brakes. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. M-26-C
1963 OLDSMOBILE Super 88,
4-door hardtop with factory air
and double power. 1963 Dodge
4-door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Mein. M-26-C
1963 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-door
sedan. 1963 Chevrolet Impala
4-door sedan, automatic, 6-cyl-
inder. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main
M-26-C
1967 CHEVROLET Impala,
good condition, automatic trans-
mission, power brakes. Call Pur-
year, Tenn., 408-8557. M-27-P
MOBILE HOME CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONIMI
Coleman - International - Duo-Therm
Factory Authorised Dealer - Sales & Service
JIM'S HEATING & MR CONDITIONING
Paris, Tenn. Phone 1-901-642-4589
NOTICE
, ELECTROLUX SALES di Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3178,
Lynnville, Ky. June-2-C
BAILEY PUMP di Supply, hie?
Chestnut announces that they
are going out of 'business ef-









Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.









Located 10! se. lab to.
H-M-5-C1
POR RENT
ROOMS FOR boys. Private en-
hance with kitchen, 1008
Sharpe. Phone 753-6638. M-26-C
FURNISHED one-bedroom a-
partment, $60.00 per month.
Couples only, no childreet • no
pets. Phone 753-5043 aftei 4:00
p.m. M-24-C
ROOMS for college boys. 1101
Olive. Phone 753-2303 after
6:00 p. in. M-28-C
ON NORTH 18TH Street, 3-bed-
room house, furnished, air-con-
ditioned. Ideal for boys or cou-
ple. Phone 753-7770 or 753-5553.
M-24-C
TWO-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment, $70.00 month. Call
753-6229 or 753-6012. M-24-C
FOR RENT OR SALE: Large
mobile home for married cou-
ples or professional man or




ed, private entrance. Near
town. Married couple. Available
May 27. Phone 753-3195. --
M-25-C
3-BEDROOM modern brick
in North Hills Subdivi-
sion, immediated possession.
Only $100.00 per month to right
person. Claude L. Miller, Real-
tor. Phone 753-5064 or 753-3069.
TWO-BEDROOM duplex. Dish-
washer, disposal carpet, range
and air. 3 months old, $110.00.
Also new 2-bedroom furnished
apartment, $110.00. Both avail-
able June 1. Phone 753-7550.
M-30-C
CITY OF MURRAY business
privilege and vehicle licenses
are due. May 31st Is the last
day to purchase your license
without penalty. A 10% pen-
alty will be added June 1st.
M-29-C
WANTED: someone to grow
P4 acres of dark fired tobacco
in the Kirksey conuntinity.
Good barn which could acco-
modate twice this amount
Ground has already been broke,
and fertilized. If interested, call
Lee Bolen 489-3741. M-27-C
I WILL NOT BE responsible
for any debts other than my'
own, on and after this date.,
Luther H. Evans. M-24-P
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED: One or two-bedroom
untarnished house out of city
limits on paved road. Moot have
running water and bath. Rest
reamonsble. Phone 733-1916 be-
fore 500 p. m and ask for
Nary. Tr/4C
WANTED to rent 13) July 1st.,
mall unfurnished apartment
with private entrance, for lo-
cal permanent single man Ref-
erences furnished. Call 753-7573
before 5:30 p. in. M-24C
SERVICES OFFERED
PRACTICAL hijal4E, excellent
references. Day or night pri-
vate duty, home, hospital or
nursing home. Mary Gibson,
492-8620.
BUSH -HOGGING. By hour or
acre. If interested, call Lee Bo-
len 489-3741. M-27-C
MINISTER wants oars to'ivax.
$5.00 cars. $6.00 wagons. You
furnish wax. Will do nice job:"
4882323. H-M-26-C
FURNISHED apartment for boys
or couple for suriuner semester.
Available June 10. Also 4 sleep-
ing moms for boys with cook-
ing privileges Available for
summer and fall semester.
Available June 10. Phone 753-
8546. M-27-C
UNFURNISHED 2-bedroom a-




living room, kitchen and bath
for three college girls for sum-
mer or fail semester. All utili-
ties furnished. One block from
University. Call 7534974 after
5:00 p. in. M-30-P
25 ACRES improved grass and













Located 117 S. 4th
East Side of Square
IN CANTERBURY, we have a
beautiful 4-bedroom, 2-bath, for-
mal dining room. This house Is
ahnost completed.
ON COVEY DRIVE, we have a
real nice 3-bedroom, 2-baths,
has fire place, real large lot.
200' x 200'. This place is priced
to sell quick at only $18,500.00
A FINE LOCATION, and beau-
tiful home is whet you will
see in this 4-bedroom house on
'eluded, has 2 baths, au car-
pet mid tile. The kitchen and
family room is the prettiest I
have seen, give us a call and
see this one.
IN KINGS WOOD we have the
Mac Fitta home, it is hard to
awkin the beauty of this
boom. The design of the out-
side and interior is something
you will just have to see to
appreciate. It has everything
that the modem family wants
In a home. We will be dad to
show you this house, if you
like call in the evening.
IN KIMSEY we have a 4bed.
room brick veneer on 3% acres
of fine land. There is also a
50' x 60' shop building, all in
good shape. Just the place for
someone wanting to live a little
ways from Murray. U you daft
need the shop building it will
riNETteniir very well.
SHARP AS A BRIAR, 3-bed-
room brick on large lot. Carpet,
electric heat, carport. In Mea-
dow Green Acres, You should
see inside this extra rice home.
PRICE REDUCED on this bea-
uty at 1503 Story Avenue. 3-
bedroom brick. Huge walk-in
closets, 14 baths. Double car-
port, central heat and Mr. A
fine location, too.
NEARLY NEW brick, 3-ben-
room, family room, utility, car-
peted. In Bagwell Manor. 1%
baths, carport and all nice..
PRETTY°- 3bedroom brick on
Wiswell Road. Central heat and





May 27, 1969, Primary
A DEMOCRAT'S
DEMOCRAT
-Paid By John W. Greene
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
JUST LLSTED,• this beautiful
3-bedroom brick veneer on Mag-
nolia, has 2 baths, mated heat
and air, all carpet and tile. A
real house for the money.
TAKE A LOOK at this 3-bed-
room stone on Earl Court in
Circarama. New carpet and tile.
Radiant heat and central air,
all plastered, 2-oar garage.- Real
Large living room with fire-
place. Owner leaving town,
must sell.
WE HAVE a 2 acre lot one-
half inside city, one-half out.
Here is a real buy fat someone
for investment or place to build
apartments. Better look into
this one.
REAL NICE brick veneer du-
plex. Has 2 bedrooms on each
side, garbage disposal, dish-
air, carpeted. Very nice and washer. Rents for $180.00 per
price is reasonable.
COZY brick, 3-bedroom home
on Sha-Wa Circle. Central heat
and air, 1% baths, walk-in clos-
ets. A comfortable and pretty
home. 
COMFORTABLE 3 - bedroom
frame on Highway 121. One
acre lot A nice place to live
and just inside city limits.
NICE SMALL FRAME hodse on
Highway 121 inside city limits.
Large lot and a real bargain.
Price $8,500 00.
KEEN place on Keeneland
Drive. Brick with 3-bedrittorn,
den, 1% baths, central heat and
air. Priced really right.
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
at 1509 Belmont. Central heat
and air, 1% baths. You will
like-.this home. Call us to we
JUST LISTED: Another 3-bed-
room brick veneer. That you
will want to see. Priced for the
medium income family.
GOOD 20 acre farm with 7-
room frame house. All neces-
sary outbuildings. Fish pond,
good fence, 1 4 mile off Irving
Highway on Irring Cobb Road,
$11,000.00.
NEAR MURRAY-23% acres on
Pottertown Road, 2% miles east
of Murray, city water. Excel-
lent for a trailer court.
LAKE PROPERTY:
PINE BLUFF SHORES. We
have witei'4zont and water-
view lots.
NICE COTTAGE on water-front
lot, furnished and ready to
live in. Has electric heat, fire-
place and beautiful wooded lot
ANOTHER nice 2-bedroom cot-
tage.
KENIANA SHORES, beautiful
water-front lot, another iteZnin
the street. Both are fine lots.
NEAR CHANDLER PARK -
30 acres wooded lend adjoin
ing T. V. A. contour line. Pric-
ed to sell.
GATEWAY DEVELOPMENT-
5 beautiful water-Iront lots.
Some of the beet we have peen.
COMMERCIAL - We have an
assortment of Murray's finest
commercial lots.
IF YOU don't see what you
want-call us. We may have
just the place of your dreams.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs, come by or call GUY
SPANN, REAL ESTATE AG-
ENCY at 518 West Main, Na
tional Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7724, Home Phone-
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
Baker, 753-2400: Onyx Ray;
763-8919; Gary Young, 733-8109
month. Here is a real bargain
at $19,000.00.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs, come by or call GUY
SPANN, REAL ESTATE AG:
ENCY at 518 West Main, Na-
tional Hotel Buildirag. Business
Phone 753-7724. Horile Phone:
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx .Ray,
753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109
M-24-C
11-27-C
-RENTAL PROPERTY: Just a-
cross the street from the MSU
campus, a 5-bedroom with 2
baths, central heat, furniture
included. Needs some repairs.
An excellent investment.
2-BEDROOM frame on Sharpe
Street. Recently redecorated in-
side and out. Price at just
$8,000.00.
A LARGE frame home with 2
apartments. 2 bedrooms in each
apartment, central gas heat.
Also, a separate garage apart-
ment, recently remodeled. Lot
I. 75' x 365', located on Main
Street.
A 3-BEDROOM, 10' x 57' mo-
bile home on a 200' x 200' lot.
Located in Rolling Acres Sub.
division.
SPACIOUS 4-bedroom brick
situated on a 30 acre tract 1
mile from the South city lim-
its. There are many opportuni-
ties in the development of this
property.
LOCATED JUST 2 miles from
the Murray city limits, a fine
60 acre farm, fenced, with good
pasture, and a large stock barn.
Pump and well, some equip-
ment, and 29 head of Angus
cattle are included with the
sale of this farm.
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co,. 502 Maple Street, Murray,
Ky. 753-4342; Home phones:
Donald R. Tucker 753-5030,





HAVE SEVERAL lovely build-
ing sites, consisting from 1 to
10 acres. Overlooking a beauti-
ful 62 acre lake. Located ap-
proximately 4 miles north of
the Murray University. Only .7
of a mile off of the black top
on a good 60 ft right-of we
toad. School bus and mail, mute.
Good neighborhood Phone 753-
6903. II-26-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick, 2
baths, living and dining room
carpeted, newly decorated. Ceo-
trally located for elementary,
high school and MSU. Will be
shown by appointment only.











AUCTION! ANTIQUES! at the
Nance Sisters home in Now-4
Concord, Ky., Saturday, May 'ii'
1980, it 10:00 a. in. A few •er
the hundreds of pieces we °t-
ier are: Gut Glass: Genuine1
old! lovely end elaborate &mill'
delier, six candle arias, string:en'
of cut buttons, beautiful cutr
prisms, has been wired. CulOr
Glass Compote - These are
some! Chinn: R. S. Prudent'
Haviland, Staffordshire, Nippotelli
Majolica, Limoges, etc. Includes-ft
84 piece set Paul Hunar Golifcr
Band &aperture. Gesstrikiska
beer stein. Hand painted choeck%.
late set. Moustache cups. 42.0
piece flowered Limoges dinneer.
set. Hatpin holders. Pitchera,‘”
gold coffee service. Nevin.
gold coffee. Service. limpaltar
cent Meissen plate, eremarket
swords. Cranberry, milk &wog
cobalt, satin glass, etc. Pah la
Mary Gregory vases. Amethyst_
glass overlaid with silver wine
set. Bohemian decanter. Pale
Hurricane lamps. Much old pat- .0t.
tern glass. Candlestieks. Saw-
tooth pattern water pitcher,
goblets. Very fine satin glegilen.
signed vase. Pair beautiful hied;
ti-es with cut prisms. Water-,
ford punch bowl, 12 cups. ,
Marble-top dresser. Oak wash-it
stand. Bowl and pitcher, set of
Oak dining chairs. 86 pieee
of Community Silver in tarnish-'7'..„,
proof chest. Gilbert clock with
carved Oak case, fancy brass,'
pendulum. 4-drawer chest ot41-
drawers. Picture frames. Black r
cat bank. Lamps. Fancy bet-.
UteLieilver, brass pewter, iron.,iv
Fin r Grandfather Clock; milk':
chimes!!! Too much to men-
tion! Come and see. Sandwiches,'
coffee and cold drinks on".




BEING AN ORDINANCEt GRANTING EMPLOYEES AND z,
OFFICIALS OF CITY OF MUR-
RAY, KENTUCKY, VACATIONS
AND SICK LEAVE, FIXING
THE EXTENT THEREOF AND
THE CONDITIONS THEREOF; ,so,
AND REPEALING ALL ORDI-
NANCES OR PORTIONS OF
ORDINANCES IN CONFLICT
HEREWITH.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN-
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-
SECTION I: All employees or
the Murray Police Department
and the Murray Fire Depart-
ment a r e hereby granted
twentyone (21) days' vacation
at the end of each year with
pay while such employees are
employed by the City of Mur-
ray, Kentucky. Such vacations
shall consist of twenty-one (21) .sse
consecutive calendar days. fr..
rt7
SECTION II: Each employee ad
and each official of the City •h.li
of Murray, Kentucky, except .eds
members of the Police Depart- es
ment and members of the Fire
Department, are hereby grant-sir
ed fifteen (15) consecutive cal- :sit
ender days vacation with pay at -0
the end of their first year of
employment. In all years there-
after, said employees and offic-
ials are hereby granted twenty-
one (21) consecutive calendar
days vacation with pay.
SECTION III: The vacauons
granted and provided for in
this ordinance shall be granted
to City of Murray employees
and officials at such time as
their immediate superior shall
designate, but said immediate
superior of said employee or
official shill not grant a vaca-
tion inconsistent with the terms
of this ordinance.
SECTION IV: Each employee
and each official of the City of
 .-Murray, is hereby granted sick
leave with pay at the rate of
(one) day for each month of em-
ployment by the City of Mur-
ray, Kentucky. Such sick leave
may accumulate up to thirty-
six (36) days, but no more.
All claimed sick leave not ex-
ceeding three (3) consecutive
days may be -granted without a
doctor's certificate. All claimed
sick leave for more than three
(3) consecutive days for any one
illness mud be accompanied by
  a doctor's certificate.
SECTION V: Sick leave and
vacation time heretofore accum-
ulated shall be preserved and
not abolished.
SECTION VI: All ordinances
or portions of ordinances, in-
cluding Ordinance Number 928,





PASSED ON SECOND READ.
IN ON THE 22ND DAY OF
MAY, 1969.
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* He Has Never Been Too Busy To Give Of His Time And Ability
*
*JrMsi RegardssOt The Accommodatiovisked-Of Hifi
*
*4(
* HE SINCERELY CARES ABOUT YOU THE CITIZENS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY I:4,4(
FOR TRANSPORTATION TO VOTE
4,4( CALL 753-2114 
*4( Political Advertisement
SPIRtiftillIP**PARIPMFARIIIIIIUNts*JklItinflt******1
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